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COVARIANT BIMODULES OVER MONOIDAL HOM-HOPF ALGEBRAS
SERKAN KARAC¸UHA
Abstract. Covariant Hom-bimodules are introduced and the structure theory of them in the
Hom-setting is studied in a detailed way. The category of bicovariant Hom-bimodules is proved
to be a (pre-)braided monoidal category. The notion of Yetter-Drinfel’d Hom-modules is pre-
sented and it is shown that the category of Yetter-Drinfel’d Hom-modules is a (pre-)braided
tensor category as well. Finally, it is verified that these tensor categories are braided monoidal
equivalent under certain conditions.
1. Introduction
Covariant bimodules have been studied in [23] to construct differential calculi on Hopf algebras
over a field k. The concept of bicovariant bimodule (or Hopf bimodule) in [23] is considered as Hopf
algebraic analogue to the notion of vector fibre bundle over a Lie group equipped with the left and
right actions of the group, that is, the object analogous to the module of 1-forms is the bicovariant
bimodule which is an H-bimodule and an H-bicomodule satisfying Hopf module compatibility
conditions between each of H-actions and each of H-coactions. The structure theory of covariant
bimodules in a coordinate-free setting was introduced in [22], where bicovariant bimodules are
termed two-sided two-cosided Hopf modules; see also [9] for a survey of the theory in both abstract
Hopf algebra language and coordinate form. With regard to knot theory and solutions of the
quantum Yang-Baxter equation, the notion of a Yetter Drinfel’d module over a bialgebra H has
been investigated profoundly in [30, 20], where it is defined as an H-module and an H-comodule
with a compatibility condition different than the one describing a Hopf module. One of the most
essential features in [30, 20] is the fact that Yetter-Drinfel’d modules over a bialgebra H constitute
a prebraided monoidal (=tensor) category which is braided monoidal one if H is a Hopf algebra
with an invertible antipode. For a symmetric tensor category admitting (co-)equalizers the main
result (Thm. 5.7) in [22] expresses that the structure theorem of Hopf modules extends to an
equivalence between the category of bicovariant bimodules and the category of Yetter-Drinfel’d
modules over an Hopf algebra H . If these categories are endued with monoidal structures specific
to each one, the aforementioned equivalence is braided monoidal as well, in case H has a bijective
antipode.
Hom-type algebras have been introduced in the form of Hom-Lie algebras in [6], where the Jacobi
identity were twisted along a linear endomorphism. This Hom-type generalization of algebras
appeared as a part of the study of discretizations and deformations of vector fields and differential
calculi (see [1, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 21]) regarding the effort to deform the Witt and the Virasoro
algebras. In the meantime, Hom-associative algebras have been introduced in [16] to give rise
to a Hom-Lie algebra using the commutator bracket. Other Hom-type structures such as Hom-
coalgebras, Hom-bialgebras, Hom-Hopf algebras and their properties have been considered in
[17, 18, 24]. Definitions of Hom-bialgebra and Hom-Hopf algebra proposed in [18] contain two
different endomorphisms governing the Hom-associativity and Hom-coassociativity, and in [24]
the two endomorphisms are the same to twist both associativity and coassociativity. One of
the main approaches to provide a Hom-type generalization of algebras is the so-called twisting
principle which has been first suggested in [25]. It has since then been used to construct Hom-type
objects and related algebraic structures from the classical ones and appropriate endomorphisms;
for instance see [1, 4, 5, 19, 26, 27, 28, 29]. Another important approach has been developed
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in a framework of tensor categories in [2], where the authors constructed a symmetric monoidal
category H˜(C) for a monoidal category C such that the associativity constraints are non-trivial
by comprising automorphisms and their inverses of the related objects. By putting C =Mk, the
category of modules over a commutative ring k, the algebras, coalgebras, bialgebras, Hopf and
Lie algebras in H˜(Mk) match up with their Hom-type counterparts with slight variations. These
are called monoidal Hom-algebras, Hom-coalgebras, etc. In Section 3 of [2] a generalization of the
fundamental theorem of Hopf modules has also been given in the Hom-setting.
In the present paper we extend the fundamental theorem of Hom-Hopf modules to a (pre-
)braided monoidal equivalence between the category HHH˜(Mk)
H
H of bicovariant Hom-bimodules
and the category H˜(YD)HH of right-right Yetter-Drinfel’d Hom-modules over a monoidal Hom-
Hopf algebra (H,α), where we equip the category HHH˜(Mk)
H
H with the tensor product over H ,
which is defined by a coequalizer modified by the related automorphisms and their inverses, and
the category H˜(YD)HH with the tensor product over a commutative ring k with diagonal action
and codiagonal coaction. In the meanwhile, we generalize the structure theory of covariant bi-
modules to the Hom-setting, and by considering the connection between bicovariant bimodules
and Yetter-Drinfel’d modules over a Hopf algebra in the Hom-context we propose the notion of
Yetter-Drinfeld’d Hom-modules. Below one sees how the rest of the paper proceeds.
In Section 2, we review definitions of some algebraic objects like algebra, coalgebra, bialgebra
and Hopf algebra in the tensor category H˜(C); moreover we recall basic definitions and proposi-
tions about monoidal Hom-structures and the structure theorem of Hom-Hopf modules. In Section
3, we consider definitions of Hopf modules, covariant bi(co)modules and Yetter-Drinfel’d modules
within the tensor category H˜(C). We then prove, in terms of commutation relations, some re-
sults regarding bijections between right (co)module structures on an object and right (co)module
structures on the corresponding free left module turning it into a certain kind of covariant bi-
module, e.g. the result stating the existence of a one-to-one correspondence between right module
structures on the object (V, ν) and right module structures making (H ⊗V, α⊗ ν) a left-covariant
bimodule (see [22] for the classical version of these results). In Section 4 (Section 5, Section 6), we
introduce the notion of left-covariant Hom-bimodules (right-covariant Hom-bimodules, bicovariant
Hom-bimodules) to have a twisted, generalized version of the concept of left(right-, bi)-covariant
bimodules, and furthermore we show that the category of left-covariant Hom-bimodules (right-
covariant and bicovariant Hom-bimodules) is a tensor category. What we additionally get in
Section 6 is the fact that the category of bicovariant Hom-bimodules is (pre-)braided monoidal
category. In Section 7, we present the definition of a Yetter-Drinfel’d Hom-module as a deformation
of the classical one and prove that the category of Yetter-Drinfel’d Hom-modules is a (pre-)braided
tensor category. In [19], the twisting principle has been used to study Yetter-Drinfel’d modules over
Hom-bialgebras; since different approaches have been used, the definitions and results obtained in
this paper vary from the ones in that reference. On the other hand, the compatibility condition for
Yetter-Drinfel’d Hom-modules acquired here is equivalent to the ones in [3] and [14]. As the main
consequence of the section, we demonstrate that the category of Yetter-Drinfel’d Hom-modules is
braided monoidal equivalent to the category of bicovariant Hom-bimodules, which was among the
essential purposes of this paper.
2. Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, k denotes a fixed commutative ring and ⊗ means tensor product over
k, i.e., ⊗k. For a k-coalgebra C and a right k-comodule M over C, we drop the summation sign
in the Sweedler’s notation and write ∆ : C → C ⊗ C, c 7→ c1 ⊗ c2 for the comultiplication and
ρ :M →M ⊗C, m 7→ m(0)⊗m(1) for the coaction, respectively. For a solid and useful knowledge
about (braided) tensor categories one can see the references [8] and [15]. One can find detailed
explanations and proofs for the following definitions and propositions in [2].
We associate to a category C a new category H(C) whose objects are ordered pairs (A,α), with
A ∈ C and α ∈ AutC(A), and morphisms f : (A,α) → (B, β) are morphisms f : A → B in C
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satisfying
(2.1) β ◦ f = f ◦ α.
This category is termed Hom-category associated to C. If C = (C,⊗, I, a, l, r) is a monoidal category
then so is H(C) = (H(C),⊗, (I, I), a, l, r) with the tensor product
(2.2) (A,α)⊗ (B, β) = (A⊗B,α⊗ β)
for (A,α) and (B, β) in H(C), and the tensor product of morphisms is given by the tensor product
of morphisms in C. With the following proposition we have a modified version of the category
H(C).
Proposition 2.1. If C = (C,⊗, I, a, l, r) is a monoidal category, then H˜(C) = (H(C),⊗, (I, I), a˜, l˜, r˜)
with the tensor product given by (2.2), with the associativity constraint a˜ defined by
(2.3) a˜A,B,C = aA,B,C ◦ ((α⊗ idB)⊗ γ
−1) = (α⊗ (idB ⊗ γ
−1)) ◦ aA,B,C ,
for (A,α), (B, β), (C, γ) ∈ H(C), and the right and left unit constraints r˜, l˜ given by
(2.4) r˜A = α ◦ rA = rA ◦ (α⊗ I); l˜A = α ◦ lA = lA ◦ (I ⊗ α),
is also a monoidal category. On the other hand, if C = (C,⊗, I, a, l, r, c) is a braided monoidal
category, then H˜(C) = (H(C),⊗, (I, I), a˜, l˜, r˜, c) is also a braided monoidal category with the same
commutativity constraint c.
Proposition 2.2. Let C be a monoidal category. Then the functor (F, ϕ0, ϕ2) : H(C) → H˜(C)
defined as F : H(C) → H(C) identity functor, ϕ0 : I → I the identity, and for (A,α),(B, β) ∈
H(C),
ϕ2(A,B) = α⊗ β : F (A)⊗ F (B) = F (A⊗B)→ F (A⊗B) = A⊗B,
is strong monoidal. Hence, the monoidal categories H(C) and H˜(C) are tensor isomorphic. If C
is a braided monoidal category, the tensor functor (F, ϕ0, ϕ2) is an isomorphism of braided tensor
categories.
Let C be a monoidal category; we describe algebras and coalgebras in H˜(C) as follows
Definition 2.3. An algebra A˜ and a coalgebra C˜ in H˜(C) are of the following forms, respectively,
(1) A˜ = (A,α, m˜A, ηA), where m˜A = mA ◦ (α ⊗ α) = α ◦mA, (A,mA, ηA) is an algebra in C,
and α is an algebra automorphism of A.
(2) C˜ = (C, γ, ∆˜, εC), where ∆˜C = (γ
−1 ⊗ γ−1) ◦∆C = ∆C ◦ γ
−1, (C,∆C , εC) is a coalgebra
in C, and γ is a coalgebra automorphism of C.
Definition 2.4. We now describe modules and comodules on algebras A˜ and coalgebras C˜ in
H˜(C), respectively, hereinbelow.
(1) A left A˜-module comprises an object (M,µ) ∈ H˜(C) together with a morphism φ : A⊗M →
M in H˜(C), satisfying the commutation relations
φ ◦ (idA ⊗ φ) ◦ a˜A,A,M = φ ◦ (m˜A ⊗ idM ); φ ◦ (ηA ⊗ idM ) = l˜M ,
where φ is said to be a left action of A˜ on (M,µ). Let (N, ν) be another left A˜-module
with the action ϕ : A⊗N → N . Then a morphism f : (M,µ)→ (N, ν) in H˜(C) is called
left A˜-linear if the relation f ◦φ = ϕ◦(idA⊗f) holds. We indicate by AH˜(M) the category
of left A˜-modules and left A˜-linear morphisms.
(2) A left C˜-comodule consists of an object (M,µ) ∈ H˜(C) together with a morphism ρ :M →
C ⊗M in H˜(C) fulfilling the following conditions
a˜C,C,M ◦ (∆˜C ⊗ idM ) ◦ ρ = (idA ⊗ ρ) ◦ ρ; (εC ⊗ idM ) ◦ ρ = l˜
−1
M ,
where ρ is called a left coaction of C˜ on (M,µ). A morphism f : (M,µ)→ (N, ν) in H˜(C)
is termed left C˜-colinear if the condition σ ◦ f = (idC ⊗ f) ◦ ρ, where σ : N → C ⊗N is
the left coaction of C˜ on (N, ν). CH˜(M) denotes the category of left C˜-comodules and
left C˜-linear morphisms.
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Let C now be a braided tensor category. Then we have
Definition 2.5. A bialgebra H˜ in H˜(C) is the sextuple H˜ = (H,α, m˜H , ηH , ∆˜H , εH), where
m˜H = mH ◦ (α ⊗ α) = α ◦mH , ∆˜H = (α
−1 ⊗ α−1) ◦∆H = ∆H ◦ α
−1, (H,mH , ηH ,∆H , εH) is a
bialgebra in C, and α is a bialgebra automorphism of H . H˜ is a Hopf algebra in H˜(C) if H is a
Hopf algebra in C.
If we take C as the category Mk of k-modules, where k is a commutative ring, then the
associativity and the unit constraints are given by
a˜A,B,C((a⊗ b)⊗ c) = α(a)⊗ (b ⊗ γ
−1(c)),
l˜A(x⊗ a) = xα(a) = r˜A(a⊗ x).
Definition 2.6. An algebra in H˜(Mk) is called a monoidal Hom-algebra and a coalgebra in
H˜(Mk) is termed a monoidal Hom-coalgebra, that is, respectively,
(1) A monoidal Hom-algebra is an object (A,α) ∈ H˜(Mk) together with a k-linear map
mA : A⊗A→ A, a⊗ b 7→ ab = mA(a⊗ b) and an element 1A ∈ A such that
(2.5) α(ab) = α(a)α(b) ; α(1A) = 1A,
(2.6) α(a)(bc) = (ab)α(c) ; a1A = 1Aa = α(a),
for all a, b, c ∈ A.
(2) A monoidal Hom-coalgebra is an object (C, γ) ∈ H˜(Mk) together with k-linear maps
∆ : C → C ⊗ C, ∆(c) = c1 ⊗ c2 and ε : C → k such that
(2.7) ∆(γ(c)) = γ(c1)⊗ γ(c2) ; ε(γ(c)) = ε(c),
(2.8) γ−1(c1)⊗∆(c2) = c11 ⊗ (c12 ⊗ γ
−1(c2)) ; c1ε(c2) = γ
−1(c) = ε(c1)c2,
for all c ∈ C.
Definition 2.7. Now we consider modules and comodules over a Hom-algebra and a Hom-
coalgebra, respectively.
(1) A right (A,α)-Hom-module consists of an object (M,µ) ∈ H˜(Mk) together with a k-linear
map ψ :M ⊗A→M, ψ(m⊗ a) = ma, in H˜(Mk) satisfying the following
(2.9) µ(m)(ab) = (ma)α(b) ; m1A = µ(m),
for all m ∈M and a, b ∈ A. ψ being a morphism in H˜(Mk) means that
(2.10) µ(ma) = µ(m)α(a).
We call a morphism f : (M,µ) → (N, ν) in H˜(Mk) right A-linear if f(ma) = f(m)a for
all m ∈M and a ∈ A. We denote by H˜(Mk)A the category of right (A,α)-Hom-modules
and A-linear morphisms.
(2) A right (C, γ)-Hom-comodule consists of an object (M,µ) ∈ H˜(Mk) together with a
k-linear map ρ :M →M ⊗ C, ρ(m) = m[0] ⊗m[1], in H˜(Mk) such that
(2.11) µ−1(m[0])⊗∆(m[1]) = m[0][0] ⊗ (m[0][1] ⊗ γ
−1(m[1])) ; m[0]ε(m[1]) = µ
−1(m)
for all m ∈M. ρ being a morphism in H˜(Mk) stands for
(2.12) ρ(µ(m)) = µ(m[0])⊗ γ(m[1]),
and we call a morphism f : (M,µ)→ (N, ν) in H˜(Mk) right C-colinear if f(m[0])⊗m[1] =
f(m)[0] ⊗ f(m)[1] for all m ∈ M . H˜(Mk)
C denotes the category of right (C, γ)-Hom-
comodules and C-colinear morphisms.
Definition 2.8. A bialgebra in H˜(Mk) is called a monoidal Hom-bialgebra and a Hopf algebra
in H˜(Mk) is called a monoidal Hom-Hopf algebra, in other words
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(1) A monoidal Hom-bialgebra (H,α) is a sextuple (H,α,m, η,∆, ε) where (H,α,m, η) is a
monoidal Hom-algebra and (H,α,∆, ε) is a monoidal Hom-coalgebra such that
(2.13) ∆(hh′) = ∆(h)∆(h′) ; ∆(1H) = 1H ⊗ 1H ,
(2.14) ε(hh′) = ε(h)ε(h′) ; ε(1H) = 1,
for any h, h′ ∈ H .
(2) A monoidal Hom-Hopf algebra (H,α) is a septuple (H,α,m, η,∆, ε, S) where (H,α,m, η,∆, ε)
is a monoidal Hom-bialgebra and S : H → H is a morphism in H˜(Mk) such that
S ∗ idH = idH ∗ S = η ◦ ε.
S is called antipode and it has the following properties
S(gh) = S(h)S(g) ; S(1H) = 1H ;
∆(S(h)) = S(h2)⊗ S(h1) ; ε ◦ S = ε,
for any elements g, h of the monoidal Hom-Hopf algebra H .
Definition 2.9. Let (H,α) be a monoidal Hom-Hopf algebra. Then an object (M,µ) in H˜(Mk)
is called a left (H,α)-Hom-Hopf module if (M,µ) is both a left (H,α)-Hom-module and a left
(H,α)-Hom-comodule such that the compatibility relation
(2.15) ρ(hm) = h1m(−1) ⊗ h2m(0)
holds for h ∈ H and m ∈ M , where ρ : M → H ⊗M is a left H-coaction on M . A morphism of
two (H,α)-Hom-Hopf modules is a k-linear map which is both left H-linear and left H-colinear.
The category of left (H,α)-Hom-Hopf modules and the morphisms between them is denoted by
H
HH˜(Mk).
We have also the following fundamental result:
Theorem 2.10. (F,G) is a pair of inverse equivalences, where the functors F and G are defined
by
(2.16) F = (H ⊗−, α⊗−) : H˜(Mk)→
H
HH˜(Mk),
(2.17) G = coH(−) : HHH˜(Mk)→ H˜(Mk).
Above, we get coHM = {m ∈ M |ρ(m) = 1H ⊗ µ
−1(m)} for a left (H,α)-Hom-Hopf module
(M,µ), which is called the submodule of left Hom-coinvariants, and (coHM,µ|coHM ) is in H˜(Mk).
3. Some Correspondences in H˜(C)
Let H˜ be a bialgebra in H˜(C). We denote by HH˜(M) the category of left H˜-modules, by
HH˜(M) the category of left H˜-comodules, by HH˜(M)H the category of H˜-bimodules, etc.
Definition 3.1. An object (M,µ) in H˜(C) is said to be a left H˜-Hopf module if it is a left H˜-
module with an action ψ : H ⊗M →M and a left H˜-comodule with a coaction ρ :M → H ⊗M
such that the compatibility condition
(3.18) ρ ◦ ψ = ψ′ ◦ (idH ⊗ ρ)
is fulfilled.
Above, ψ′ indicates the diagonal action of H˜ on the tensor product H ⊗M of its modules, that
is,
ψ′ = (m˜H ⊗ ψ) ◦ a˜H⊗H,H,M ◦ (a˜
−1
H,H,H ⊗ idM ) ◦ ((idH ⊗ τH,H)⊗ idM )
◦(a˜H,H,H ⊗ idM ) ◦ a˜
−1
H⊗H,H,M ◦ (∆˜H ⊗ (idH ⊗ idM )).
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Condition (3.18) expresses the H˜-linearity of ρ, which is equivalent to the H˜-colinearity of ψ, i.e.,
ρ ◦ ψ = (idH ⊗ ψ) ◦ ρ
′, where
ρ′ = (m˜H ⊗ (idH ⊗ idM )) ◦ a˜H⊗H,H,M ◦ (a˜
−1
H,H,H ⊗ idM ) ◦ ((idH ⊗ τH,H)⊗ idM )
◦(a˜H,H,H ⊗ idM ) ◦ a˜
−1
H⊗H,H,M ◦ (∆˜H ⊗ ρ)
is the codiagonal coaction of H˜ on the tensor product H ⊗M of its comodules.
A morphism f : (M,µ) → (N, ν) between left H˜-Hopf modules, in H˜(C), is a Hopf module
morphism if it is both H˜-linear and H˜-colinear. Left H˜-Hopf modules together with H˜-Hopf
module morphisms constitute a category which is denoted by HHH˜(M). The categories
HH˜(M)H ,
HH˜(M)
H and H˜(M)HH are formed in a similar way.
Definition 3.2. (M,µ) ∈ H˜(C) is called left-covariant H˜-bimodule if it is a left H˜-module with an
action ψ : H⊗M →M , a right H˜-module with an action φ :M ⊗H →M and a left H˜-comodule
with a coaction ρ :M → H ⊗M such that the following compatibility conditions
(3.19) φ ◦ ψ′′ = ψ ◦ (idH ⊗ φ),
(3.20) ρ ◦ ψ = ψ′ ◦ (idH ⊗ ρ),
(3.21) ρ ◦ φ = φ′ ◦ (ρ⊗ idH)
are satisfied, where ψ′′ is the diagonal left action of H˜ onM ⊗H , ψ′ is the diagonal action defined
above and φ′ is the diagonal right action of H˜ on H ⊗M .
We denote by HHH˜(M)H the category of left-covariant H˜-bimodules together with those mor-
phisms in H˜(C) that are left and right H˜-linear and left H˜-colinear. In the same way the category
HH˜(M)
H
H right-covariant H˜-bimodules is defined.
We also make the following definition dual to the previous one:
Definition 3.3. Any object (M,µ) in H˜(C) is termed right-covariant H˜-bicomodule if it is a left
H˜-comodule with a coaction ρ :M → H⊗M , a right H˜-comodule with a coaction σ :M →M⊗H
and a right H˜-module with an action φ : M ⊗ H → M with the requirements that σ is left H˜-
colinear and φ is both left and right H˜-colinear.
By HH˜(M)HH we indicate the category of right-covariant H˜-bicomodules together with the
morphisms that are left and right H˜-colinear and right H˜-linear. One can define the category
H
HH˜(M)
H in the same manner.
Theorem 3.4. Let A˜ and B˜ be two algebras in H˜(C). Give the canonical left A˜-module structure
to (A⊗V, α⊗ ν), where (V, ν) is an object in H˜(C). There is a one-to-one correspondence between
(1) right B˜-module structures making (A⊗ V, α⊗ ν) an (A˜, B˜)-bimodule,
(2) morphisms f : (V ⊗B, ν⊗β)→ (A⊗V, α⊗ν) in H˜(C) satisfying the following commutation
relations
(3.22) f ◦ (idV ⊗ m˜B) ◦ a˜V,B,B = (m˜A ⊗ idV ) ◦ a˜
−1
A,A,V ◦ (idA ⊗ f) ◦ a˜A,V,B ◦ (f ⊗ idB)
(3.23) f ◦ (idV ⊗ ηB) = (ηA ⊗ idV ) ◦ l˜
−1
V ◦ r˜V .
Proof. The canonical left A˜-module structure on A ⊗ V is given by ϕ := (m˜A ⊗ idV )a˜
−1
A,A,V :
A ⊗ (A ⊗ V ) → A ⊗ V and let φ : (A ⊗ V ) ⊗ B → A ⊗ V be a right B˜-module structure which
makes A⊗ V an (A˜, B˜)-bimodule. If we take f = φ ◦ a˜−1A,V,B ◦ (ηA ⊗ (idV ⊗ idB)) ◦ l˜
−1
V⊗B, then
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(m˜A ⊗ idV ) ◦ a˜
−1
A,A,V ◦ (idA ⊗ f) ◦ a˜A,V,B ◦ (f ⊗ idB)
= (m˜A ⊗ idV ) ◦ a˜
−1
A,A,V ◦ (idA ⊗ φ) ◦ (idA ⊗ a˜
−1
A,V,B) ◦ (idA ⊗ (ηA ⊗ (idV ⊗ idB)))
◦(idA ⊗ l˜
−1
V⊗B) ◦ a˜A,V,B ◦ (f ⊗ idB)
= φ ◦ ((m˜A ⊗ idV )⊗ idB) ◦ (a˜
−1
A,A,V ⊗ idB) ◦ a˜
−1
A,A⊗V,B ◦ (idA ⊗ a˜
−1
A,V,B)
◦(idA ⊗ (ηA ⊗ (idV ⊗ idB))) ◦ (idA ⊗ l˜
−1
V⊗B) ◦ a˜A,V,B ◦ (f ⊗ idB)
= φ ◦ ((m˜A ⊗ idV )⊗ idB) ◦ (a˜
−1
A,A,V ⊗ idB) ◦ a˜
−1
A,A⊗V,B ◦ (idA ⊗ ((ηA ⊗ idV )⊗ idB))
◦(idA ⊗ a˜
−1
I,V,B) ◦ (idA ⊗ l˜
−1
V⊗B) ◦ a˜A,V,B ◦ (f ⊗ idB)
= φ ◦ ((m˜A ⊗ idV )⊗ idB) ◦ (a˜
−1
A,A,V ⊗ idB) ◦ ((idA ⊗ (ηA ⊗ idV ))⊗ idB) ◦ a˜
−1
A,I⊗V,B
◦(idA ⊗ a˜
−1
I,V,B) ◦ (idA ⊗ l˜
−1
V⊗B) ◦ a˜A,V,B ◦ (f ⊗ idB)
= φ ◦ ((m˜A ⊗ idV )⊗ idB) ◦ (((idA ⊗ ηA)⊗ idV )⊗ idB) ◦ (a˜
−1
A,I,V ⊗ idB) ◦ a˜
−1
A,I⊗V,B
◦(idA ⊗ a˜
−1
I,V,B) ◦ (idA ⊗ l˜
−1
V⊗B) ◦ a˜A,V,B ◦ (f ⊗ idB)
= φ ◦ ((r˜A ⊗ idV )⊗ idB) ◦ (a˜
−1
A,I,V ⊗ idB) ◦ a˜
−1
A,I⊗V,B ◦ (idA ⊗ a˜
−1
I,V,B) ◦ (idA ⊗ l˜
−1
V⊗B)
◦a˜A,V,B ◦ (f ⊗ idB)
= φ ◦ ((idA ⊗ l˜V )⊗ idB) ◦ a˜
−1
A,I⊗V,B ◦ (idA ⊗ a˜
−1
I,V,B) ◦ (idA ⊗ l˜
−1
V⊗B) ◦ a˜A,V,B ◦ (f ⊗ idB)
= φ ◦ ((idA ⊗ l˜V )⊗ idB) ◦ a˜
−1
A,I⊗V,B ◦ (idA ⊗ (l˜
−1
V ⊗ idB)) ◦ a˜A,V,B ◦ (f ⊗ idB)
= φ ◦ ((idA ⊗ l˜V )⊗ idB) ◦ a˜
−1
A,I⊗V,B ◦ a˜A,I⊗V,B ◦ ((idA ⊗ l˜
−1
V )⊗ idB) ◦ (f ⊗ idB)
= φ ◦ ((idA ⊗ l˜V )⊗ idB) ◦ ((idA ⊗ l˜
−1
V )⊗ idB) ◦ (f ⊗ idB)
= φ ◦ (φ⊗ idB)(a˜
−1
A,V,B ⊗ idB) ◦ ((ηA ⊗ (idV ⊗ idB))⊗ idB) ◦ (l˜
−1
V⊗B ⊗ idB)
= φ ◦ ((idA ⊗ idV )⊗ m˜B) ◦ a˜A⊗V,B,B ◦ (a˜
−1
A,V,B ⊗ idB) ◦ ((ηA ⊗ (idV ⊗ idB))⊗ idB)
◦(l˜−1V⊗B ⊗ idB)
= φ ◦ a˜−1A,V,B ◦ (idA ⊗ (idV ⊗ m˜B)) ◦ (idA ⊗ a˜V,B,B) ◦ a˜A,V⊗B,B ◦ (a˜A,V,B ⊗ idB)
◦(a˜−1A,V,B ⊗ idB) ◦ ((ηA ⊗ (idV ⊗ idB))⊗ idB) ◦ (l˜
−1
V⊗B ⊗ idB)
= φ ◦ a˜−1A,V,B ◦ (idA ⊗ (idV ⊗ m˜B)) ◦ (idA ⊗ a˜V,B,B) ◦ (ηA ⊗ ((idV ⊗ idB)⊗ idB))
◦a˜I,V⊗B,B ◦ (l˜
−1
V⊗B ⊗ idB)
= φ ◦ a˜−1A,V,B ◦ (idA ⊗ (idV ⊗ m˜B)) ◦ (ηA ⊗ (idV ⊗ (idB ⊗ idB))) ◦ (idI ⊗ a˜V,B,B)
◦a˜I,V⊗B,B ◦ (l˜
−1
V⊗B ⊗ idB)
= φ ◦ a˜−1A,V,B ◦ (idA ⊗ (idV ⊗ m˜B)) ◦ (ηA ⊗ (idV ⊗ (idB ⊗ idB))) ◦ (idI ⊗ a˜V,B,B) ◦ l˜
−1
(V⊗B)⊗B
= φ ◦ a˜−1A,V,B ◦ (ηA ⊗ (idV ⊗ idB)) ◦ (idI ⊗ (idV ⊗ m˜B)) ◦ (idI ⊗ a˜V,B,B) ◦ l˜
−1
(V⊗B)⊗B
= φ ◦ a˜−1A,V,B ◦ (ηA ⊗ (idV ⊗ idB)) ◦ l˜
−1
V⊗B ◦ (idV ⊗ m˜B) ◦ a˜V,B,B
= f ◦ (idV ⊗ m˜B) ◦ a˜V,B,B ,
where in the second equation the bimodule compatibility condition (i.e., left A˜-linearity of φ)
φ ◦ (ϕ ⊗ idB) ◦ a˜
−1
A,A⊗V,B = ϕ ◦ (idA ⊗ φ) was used and the twelfth equation has followed by the
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associativity condition for φ,
f(idV ⊗ ηB) = φ ◦ a˜
−1
A,V,B ◦ (ηA ⊗ (idV ⊗ idB)) ◦ l˜
−1
V⊗B ◦ (idV ⊗ ηB)
= φ ◦ a˜−1A,V,B ◦ a˜A,V,B ◦ ((ηA ⊗ idV )⊗ idB) ◦ (l˜
−1
V ⊗ idB) ◦ (idV ⊗ ηB)
= φ ◦ ((ηA ⊗ idV )⊗ idB) ◦ ((idI ⊗ idV )⊗ ηB) ◦ (l˜
−1
V ⊗ idI)
= φ ◦ ((idA ⊗ idV )⊗ ηB) ◦ ((ηA ⊗ idV )⊗ idI) ◦ (l˜
−1
V ⊗ idI)
= φ ◦ ((idA ⊗ idV )⊗ ηB) ◦ r˜
−1
A⊗V ◦ (ηA ⊗ idV ) ◦ l˜
−1
V ◦ r˜
−1
V
= r˜A⊗V ◦ r˜
−1
A⊗V ◦ (ηA ⊗ idV ) ◦ l˜
−1
V ◦ r˜
−1
V
= (ηA ⊗ idV ) ◦ l˜
−1
V ◦ r˜
−1
V ,
where in the penultimate equation the unity condition for φ has been used.
On the other hand, suppose that f : V ⊗B → A⊗ V is given fulfilling the relations (3.22) and
(3.23). If we put φ = ϕ ◦ (idA ⊗ f) ◦ a˜A,V,B, where ϕ is the canonical left A˜-module structure on
A⊗ V , then φ is A˜-linear:
ϕ ◦ (idA ⊗ φ) = ϕ ◦ (idA ⊗ ϕ) ◦ (idA ⊗ (idA ⊗ f)) ◦ (idA ⊗ a˜A,V,B)
= ϕ ◦ (m˜A ⊗ (idA ⊗ idV )) ◦ a˜
−1
A,A,A⊗V ◦ (idA ⊗ (idA ⊗ f)) ◦ (idA ⊗ a˜A,V,B)
= ϕ ◦ (m˜A ⊗ (idA ⊗ idV )) ◦ ((idA ⊗ idA)⊗ f) ◦ a˜
−1
A,A,V⊗B ◦ (idA ⊗ a˜A,V,B)
= ϕ ◦ (idA ⊗ f) ◦ (m˜A ⊗ (idV ⊗ idB)) ◦ a˜
−1
A,A,V⊗B ◦ (idA ⊗ a˜A,V,B)
= ϕ ◦ (idA ⊗ f) ◦ (m˜A ⊗ (idV ⊗ idB)) ◦ a˜A⊗A,V,B ◦ (a˜
−1
A,A,V ⊗ idB) ◦ a˜
−1
A,A⊗V,B
= ϕ ◦ (idA ⊗ f) ◦ a˜A,V,B ◦ ((m˜A ⊗ idV )⊗ idB) ◦ (a˜
−1
A,A,V ⊗ idB) ◦ a˜
−1
A,A⊗V,B
= ϕ ◦ (idA ⊗ f) ◦ a˜A,V,B ◦ (ϕ⊗ idB) ◦ a˜
−1
A,A⊗V,B
= φ ◦ (ϕ⊗ idB) ◦ a˜
−1
A,A⊗V,B ,
where we have used the associativity of ϕ in the second equality and the fifth equality has followed
by the fact that a˜ satisfies the Pentagon Axiom.
In what follows we prove that φ makes A⊗ V a right B˜-module: φ is associative due to
φ ◦ (φ⊗ idB) = φ ◦ (ϕ ⊗ idB) ◦ ((idA ⊗ f)⊗ idB) ◦ (a˜A,V,B ⊗ idB)
= ϕ ◦ (idA ⊗ φ) ◦ a˜A,A⊗V,B ◦ ((idA ⊗ f)⊗ idB) ◦ (a˜A,V,B ⊗ idB)
= ϕ ◦ (idA ⊗ φ) ◦ (idA ⊗ (f ⊗ idB)) ◦ a˜A,V⊗B,B ◦ (a˜A,V,B ⊗ idB)
= ϕ ◦ (idA ⊗ (m˜A ⊗ idV ) ◦ a˜
−1
A,A,V ◦ (idA ⊗ f) ◦ a˜A,V,B ◦ (f ⊗ idB))
◦a˜A,V⊗B,B ◦ (a˜A,V,B ⊗ idB)
= ϕ ◦ (idA ⊗ f ◦ (idV ⊗ m˜B) ◦ a˜V,B,B) ◦ a˜A,V⊗B,B ◦ (a˜A,V,B ⊗ idB)
= ϕ ◦ (idA ⊗ f) ◦ a˜A,V,B ◦ a˜
−1
A,V,B ◦ (idA ⊗ (idV ⊗ m˜B)) ◦ (idA ⊗ a˜V,B,B)
◦a˜A,V⊗B,B ◦ (a˜A,V,B ⊗ idB)
= ϕ ◦ (idA ⊗ f) ◦ a˜A,V,B ◦ ((idA ⊗ idV )⊗ m˜B) ◦ a˜
−1
A,V,B⊗B ◦ (idA ⊗ a˜V,B,B)
◦a˜A,V⊗B,B ◦ (a˜A,V,B ⊗ idB)
= φ ◦ ((idA ⊗ idV )⊗ m˜B) ◦ a˜A⊗V,B,B ,
where the second equality is a consequence of the left A˜-linearity of φ, the fifth one results from
(3.22) and in the last equality Pentagon Axiom for a˜ has been applied, and φ satisfies the unity
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condition in so far as
φ ◦ ((idA ⊗ idV )⊗ ηB)
= (m˜A ⊗ idV ) ◦ a˜
−1
A,A,V ◦ (idA ⊗ f) ◦ a˜A,V,B ◦ ((idA ⊗ idV )⊗ ηB)
= (m˜A ⊗ idV ) ◦ a˜
−1
A,A,V ◦ (idA ⊗ f) ◦ (idA ⊗ (idV ⊗ ηB)) ◦ a˜A,V,I
= (m˜A ⊗ idV ) ◦ a˜
−1
A,A,V ◦ (idA ⊗ f ◦ (idV ⊗ ηB)) ◦ a˜A,V,I
= (m˜A ⊗ idV ) ◦ a˜
−1
A,A,V ◦ (idA ⊗ (ηA ⊗ idV ) ◦ l˜
−1
V ◦ r˜) ◦ a˜A,V,I
= (m˜A ⊗ idV ) ◦ ((idA ⊗ ηA)⊗ idV ) ◦ a˜
−1
A,I,V ◦ (idA ⊗ l˜
−1
V ) ◦ (idA ⊗ r˜) ◦ a˜A,V,I
= (m˜A ◦ (idA ⊗ ηA)⊗ idV ) ◦ a˜
−1
A,I,V ◦ (idA ⊗ l˜
−1
V ) ◦ r˜A⊗V
= (r˜A ⊗ idV ) ◦ a˜
−1
A,I,V ◦ (idA ⊗ l˜
−1
V ) ◦ r˜A⊗V
= (idA ⊗ l˜V ) ◦ a˜A,I,V ◦ a˜
−1
A,I,V ◦ (idA ⊗ l˜
−1
V ) ◦ r˜A⊗V
= r˜A⊗V ,
where we have used (3.23) in the fourth equality and the Triangle Axiom in the penultimate
one. 
We now make use of the theorem above, which has been given in the general tensor category
context, to prove the undermentioned theorem.
Theorem 3.5. Let (V, ν) ∈ H˜(C) and let (H ⊗ V, α⊗ ν) ∈ HHH˜(M) with the canonical H˜-module
and H˜-comodule structures, that is, with the action (m˜H ⊗ idV )a˜
−1
H,H,V : H ⊗ (H ⊗ V )→ H ⊗ V
and the coaction a˜H,H,V (∆˜ ⊗ idV ) : H ⊗ V → H ⊗ (H ⊗ V ). Then there is a bijection between
right H˜-module structures making (H ⊗V, α⊗ ν) a left-covariant H˜-bimodule and right H˜-module
structures on (V, ν).
Proof. By performing the previous theorem to the left H˜-module (H ⊗ V, α ⊗ ν) in the category
HH˜(M) we obtain a bijection between right H˜-module structures making H ⊗ V an H˜-bimodule
and left H˜-colinear morphisms f : (V ⊗H, ν ⊗ α)→ (H ⊗ V, α⊗ ν) fulfilling
(1) f ◦ (idV ⊗ m˜H) ◦ a˜V,H,H = (m˜H ⊗ idV ) ◦ a˜
−1
H,H,V ◦ (idH ⊗ f) ◦ a˜H,V,H ◦ (f ⊗ idH),
(2) f ◦ (idV ⊗ ηH) = (ηH ⊗ idV ) ◦ l˜
−1
V ◦ r˜V .
For any object (X,χ) in HH˜(M) with the coaction ρ : X → H⊗X , there is the bijective mapping
FX :
HHom(X,H ⊗ V )→ Hom(X,V ), f 7→ l˜V ◦ (εH ⊗ idV ) ◦ f
with the inverse given by g 7→ (idH ⊗ g) ◦ ρ. Let us take f : V ⊗ H → H ⊗ V and put ψ =
l˜V ◦ (εH ⊗ idV ) ◦ f , then we get
F(V⊗H)⊗H ((m˜H ⊗ idV ) ◦ a˜
−1
H,H,V ◦ (idH ⊗ f) ◦ a˜H,V,H ◦ (f ⊗ idH))
= l˜V ◦ (εH ⊗ idV ) ◦ (m˜H ⊗ idV ) ◦ a˜
−1
H,H,V ◦ (idH ⊗ f) ◦ a˜H,V,H ◦ (f ⊗ idH)
= l˜V ◦ (εH ◦ m˜H ⊗ idV ) ◦ a˜
−1
H,H,V ◦ (idH ⊗ f) ◦ a˜H,V,H ◦ (f ⊗ idH)
= l˜V ◦ (l˜I ◦ (εH ⊗ εH)⊗ idV ) ◦ a˜
−1
H,H,V ◦ (idH ⊗ f) ◦ a˜H,V,H ◦ (f ⊗ idH)
= l˜V ◦ (εH ⊗ idV ) ◦ (idH ⊗ l˜V ) ◦ (idH ⊗ (εH ⊗ idV )) ◦ (idH ⊗ f) ◦ a˜H,V,H ◦ (f ⊗ idH)
= l˜V ◦ (εH ⊗ idV ) ◦ f ◦ (l˜V ⊗ idH) ◦ ((εH ⊗ idV )⊗ idH) ◦ a˜
−1
H,V,H ◦ a˜H,V,H ◦ (f ⊗ idH)
= ψ ◦ (ψ ⊗ idH),
and
F(V⊗H)⊗H(f ◦ (idV ⊗ m˜H) ◦ a˜V,H,H) = l˜V ◦ (εH ⊗ idV ) ◦ f ◦ (idV ⊗ m˜H) ◦ a˜V,H,H
= ψ ◦ (idV ⊗ m˜H) ◦ a˜V,H,H .
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Thus the associativity of ψ holds if and only if F(V⊗H)⊗H (f◦(idV⊗m˜H)◦a˜V,H,H) = F(V⊗H)⊗H((m˜H⊗
idV ) ◦ a˜
−1
H,H,V ◦ (idH ⊗ f) ◦ a˜H,V,H ◦ (f ⊗ idH)), which is equivalent to the relation (1) due to
the fact that F(V⊗H)⊗H is a bijective map. By a similar argument, we get the equivalence be-
tween the unity of ψ and the relation (2) since FV⊗I(f ◦ (idV ⊗ ηH)) = ψ ◦ (idV ⊗ ηH) and
FV⊗I((ηH ⊗ idV ) ◦ l˜
−1
V ◦ r˜V ) = r˜V and FV⊗I is a bijection. 
By applying the theorem above in the opposite category we get
Corollary 3.6. Let (V, ν) ∈ H˜(C) and let (H ⊗V, α⊗ ν) ∈ HHH˜(M) with the canonical H˜-module
and H˜-comodule structures. There is a one-to-one correspondence between right H˜-comodule struc-
tures on H ⊗ V making it a left-covariant H˜-bicomodule and the right H˜-comodule structures on
V .
Definition 3.7. (M,µ) ∈ H˜(C) is called bicovariant H˜-bimodule if it is a left H˜-module with an
action ψ : H ⊗M → M , a right H˜-module with an action φ : M ⊗H → M , a left H˜-comodule
with a coaction ρ : M → H ⊗M and a right H˜-comodule with a coaction σ : M →M ⊗H such
that in addition to (3.19)-(3.21) the following compatibility conditions also hold
(3.24) ρ′′ ◦ σ = (idH ⊗ σ) ◦ ρ,
(3.25) σ ◦ ψ = ψ′′ ◦ (idH ⊗ σ),
(3.26) σ ◦ φ = φ′′ ◦ (σ ⊗ idH),
where ρ′′ is the codiagonal left coaction of H˜ on M ⊗H , ψ′′ is the diagonal left action of H˜ on
M ⊗H and φ′′ is the diagonal right action of H˜ on M ⊗H .
We denote by HHH˜(M)
H
H the category of bicovariant H˜-bimodules together with those mor-
phisms in H˜(C) that are H˜-linear and H˜-colinear on both sides.
Definition 3.8. A right-right Yetter-Drinfel’d module (V, ν) in H˜(C) is a right H˜-module with
an action ψ : V ⊗H → V and a right H˜-comodule with a coaction ρ : V → V ⊗H such that the
following compatibility condition
ψ′◦(ρ⊗idH) = (idV ⊗m˜H)◦(idV ⊗τH,H)◦ a˜V,H,H ◦(ρ◦ψ⊗idH)◦ a˜
−1
V,H,H ◦(idV ⊗τH,H)◦(idV ⊗∆˜H)
holds, where ψ′ is the diagonal action of H˜ on V ⊗H . This condition is expressed elementwise as
follows, for h ∈ H and v ∈ V ,
(3.27) v(0) ⊳ α
−1(h1)⊗ α(v(1))h2 = (v ⊳ h2)(0) ⊗ h1(v ⊳ h2)(1),
if we write ψ(v ⊗ h) = v ⊳ h and ρ(v) = v(0) ⊗ v(1).
The category of right-right Yetter-Drinfel’d modules together with those morphisms in H˜(C)
that are both H˜-linear and H˜-colinear is indicated by YDHH .
Theorem 3.9. Let (V, ν) ∈ H˜(C) and let (H ⊗ V, α⊗ ν) ∈ HHH˜(M) with the canonical H˜-module
and H˜-comodule structures. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between
(1) right H˜-module structures and right H˜-comodule structures making (H ⊗ V, α ⊗ ν) bico-
variant H˜-bimodule,
(2) right-right Yetter-Drinfel’d module structures on (V, ν).
Proof. The right H˜-module structure v ⊗ h 7→ v ⊳ h and the right H˜-comodule structure v 7→
v(0) ⊗ v(1) on (V, ν) are induced by the correspondences in (3.5) and (3.6). What is left to finish
the proof is to show the equivalence of the right H˜-Hopf module condition on H ⊗ V to the
compatibility condition (3.27) on V . Let’s write φ′ : (H ⊗ V ) ⊗ H → H ⊗ V for the diagonal
right action on H ⊗ V , φ′′ : ((H ⊗ V )⊗H)⊗H → (H ⊗ V )⊗H for the diagonal right action on
(H ⊗ V )⊗H and σ′ : H ⊗ V → (H ⊗ V )⊗H for the codiagonal right coaction on H ⊗ V . So we
have, for g, h ∈ H and v ∈ V ,
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σ′(φ′((g ⊗ v)⊗ h)) = σ′(α(g)h1 ⊗ v ⊳ α
−1(h2))
= (α−1((α(g)h1)1)⊗ (v ⊳ α
−1(h2))(0))⊗ (α(g)h1)2α((v ⊳ α
−1(h2))(1))
= (g1α
−1(h11)⊗ (v ⊳ α
−1(h2))(0))⊗ (α(g2)h12)α((v ⊳ α
−1(h2))(1))
= (g1α
−1(h1)⊗ (v ⊳ α
−1(h22))(0))⊗ (α(g2)h21)α((v ⊳ α
−1(h22))(1))
= (g1α
−1(h1)⊗ (v ⊳ α
−1(h22))(0))⊗ α(g2)(h21α((v ⊳ α
−1(h22))(1)))
= (g1α
−1(h1)⊗ (v ⊳ α
−1(h2)2)(0))⊗ α(g2)α(α
−1(h2)1(v ⊳ α
−1(h2)2)(1)),(3.28)
φ′′((σ′ ⊗ idH)((g ⊗ v)⊗ h))
= φ′′(((α−1(g1)⊗ v(0))⊗ g2α(v(1)))⊗ h)
= (α−1(g1)⊗ v(0)) · α
−1(h1)⊗ α(g2α(v(1)))h2
= (α(α−1(g1))α
−1(h1)1 ⊗ v(0) ⊳ α
−1(α−1(h1)2))⊗ (α(g2)α
2(v(1)))h2
= (g1α
−1(h11)⊗ v(0) ⊳ α
−1(α−1(h12))) ⊗ α(g2)(α
2(v(1))h2)
= (g1α
−1(h1)⊗ v(0) ⊳ α
−1(α−1(h21)))⊗ α(g2)(α
2(v(1))h22)
= (g1α
−1(h1)⊗ v(0) ⊳ α
−1(α−1(h2)1))⊗ α(g2)α(α(v(1))α
−1(h2)2).(3.29)
Thereby if the condition (3.27) on (V, ν) holds then the right hand sides of (3.28) and (3.29) are
equal, and thus the left hand sides of (3.28) and (3.29) are equal, that is, the requirement that
(H⊗V, α⊗ν) be a right Hopf module is fulfilled. Conversely, if we assume that H⊗V is a right H˜-
Hopf module, then by applying (εH⊗(idV ⊗idH))◦ a˜H,V,H to the equation (σ
′ ◦φ′)((1H⊗v)⊗h) =
(φ′′ ◦ (σ′ ⊗ idH))((1H ⊗ v)⊗ h) we obtain the condition (3.27) on V . 
4. Left-Covariant Hom-Bimodules
Definition 4.1. Let (A,α) and (B, β) be two monoidal Hom-algebras. A left (A,α), right (B, β)
Hom-bimodule consists of an object (M,µ) ∈ H˜(Mk) together with morphisms φ : A⊗M →M ,
φ(a⊗m) = am and ϕ :M ⊗B →M , ϕ(m⊗ b) = mb, in H˜(Mk) such that
(4.30) α(a)(a′m) = (aa′)µ(m) and 1Am = µ(m),
(4.31) (mb′)β(b) = µ(m)(b′b) and m1B = µ(m)
with the compatibility condition
(4.32) (am)β(b) = α(a)(mb)
for all a ∈ A, b ∈ B and m ∈M . The fact that φ and ϕ are morphisms in H˜(Mk) means that
(4.33) µ(am) = α(a)µ(m),
(4.34) µ(mb) = µ(m)β(b)
respectively. A morphism f : (M,µ)→ (N, ν) in H˜(Mk) is called a morphism of [(A,α), (B, β)]-
Hom-bimodules if it preserves both A-action and B-action, that is,
(4.35) f(am) = af(m)
and
(4.36) f(mb) = f(m)b,
respectively, and the following property is satisfied
(4.37) f((am)β(b)) = α(a)(f(m)b),
for all a ∈ A, b ∈ B and m ∈M .
Lemma 4.2. Let (H,α) be a monoidal Hom-Hopf algebra and let h, g ∈ H.
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(1) The relation
a˜dR(h)g = (S(h1)α
−1(g))α(h2)
defines a right (H,α)-Hom-module structure on (H,α) .
(2) The equation
a˜dL(h)g = α(h1)(α
−1(g)S(h2))
defines a left (H,α)-Hom-module structure on itself.
Proof. (1) We first set g ⊳ h = a˜dR(h)g for h, g ∈ H . Let k also be in H , then
α(k) ⊳ (hg) = (S((hg)1)α
−1(α(k)))α((hg)2)
= (S(g1)S(h1)k)(α(h2)α(g2))
= (α(S(g1))(S(h1)α
−1(k)))(α(h2)α(g2))
= α2(S(g1))((S(h1)α
−1(k))(h2g2))
= α2(S(g1))(((α
−1(S(h1))α
−2(k))h2)α(g2))
= (α(S(g1))((α
−1(S(h1))α
−2(k))h2))α
2(g2))
= (S(α(g1))α
−1((S(h1)α
−1(k))α(h2)))α
2(g2))
= (S(α(g1))α
−1(k ⊳ h))α(α(g2))
= (k ⊳ h)⊳ α(g).
h⊳ 1H = (S(1H)α
−1(h))α(1H) = (1Hα
−1(h))1H = h1H = α(h), which finishes the proof.
(2) The proof is carried out as in (1).

The mappings a˜dR and a˜dL are called left and right adjoint Hom-actions, respectively.
Definition 4.3. Let (B, β) be a monoidal Hom-bialgebra and (A,α) be a monoidal Hom-algebra.
A is called a right B-module Hom-algebra if A is a right (B, β)-Hom-module by the morphism
A⊗B → A, a⊗ b 7→ a⊳ b, in H˜(Mk) such that
(4.38) (aa′)⊳ b = (a⊳ b1)(a
′
⊳ b2) and 1A ⊳ b = ε(b)1A,
hold for all a, a′ ∈ A and b ∈ B.
Proposition 4.4. The right adjoint Hom-action a˜dR (resp. the left adjoint Hom-action a˜dL )
turns the monoidal Hom-Hopf algebra (H,α) into a right H-module Hom-algebra (resp. a left
H-module Hom-algebra).
Proof. We prove only the case of a˜dR. Since we have already verified in the Lemma (4.2) that a˜dR
determines a right (H,α)-Hom-module structure on itself, we are left to prove that the conditions
in (4.38) are accomplished: In fact,
(g ⊳ k1)(h⊳ k2) = ((S(k11)α
−1(g))α(k12))((S(k21)α
−1(h))α(k22))
= ((S(k11)α
−1(g))α(k12))(α(S(k21))(α
−1(h)k22))
= (S(α(k11))g)(α(k12)(S(k21)(α
−2(h)α−1(k22))))
= (S(α(k11))g)((k12S(k21))(α
−1(h)k22))
= (S(k1)g)((α(k211)S(α(k212)))(α
−1(h)k22))
= (S(k1)g)(α(ε(k21)1H)(α
−1(h)k22))
= (S(k1)g)(1H(α
−1(h)α−1(k2)))
= (S(k1)g)(hk2)
= α(S(k1))((α
−1(g)α−1(h))k2)
= (S(k1)α
−1(gh))α(k2)
= (gh)⊳ k,
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where the fifth line is a consequence of
(4.39) h1 ⊗ h211 ⊗ h212 ⊗ h22 = α(h11)⊗ α
−1(h12)⊗ α
−1(h21)⊗ h22,
which follows from the relation
(4.40) (id⊗ (∆⊗ id)) ◦ (id⊗∆) ◦∆ = (id⊗ a˜−1H,H,H) ◦ a˜H,H,H⊗H ◦ (idH⊗H ⊗∆) ◦ (∆⊗ id) ◦∆,
and
1H ⊳ h = (S(h1)α
−1(1H))α(h2) = α(S(h1))α(h2)
= α(ε(h)1) = ε(h)1H .
In the case of a˜dL, similar computations are performed. 
Remark 4.5. If M is a (H,α)-Hom bimodule, then the definitions of a˜dR(h)m and a˜dL(h)m make
sense for h ∈ H and m ∈M , and the same consideration in the proof of lemma (4.2) proceeds.
Definition 4.6. A left-covariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodule is an (H,α)-Hom-bimodule (M,µ) ∈
H˜(Mk) which is a left (H,α)-Hom-comodule, with coaction ρ :M → H ⊗M , m 7→ m(−1)⊗m(0),
in H˜(Mk) such that
(4.41) ρ((hm)α(g)) = ∆(α(h))(ρ(m)∆(g)).
Lemma 4.7. Let (M,µ) be a left-covariant Hom-bimodule over (H,α). There exists a unique
k-linear projection PL : M −→
coHM , m 7→ S(m(−1))m(0), in H˜(Mk), such that, for all h ∈ H
and m ∈M,
(4.42) PL(hm) = ε(h)µ(PL(m)).
We also have the following relations
(4.43) m = m(−1)PL(m(0)),
(4.44) PL(mh) = a˜dR(h)PL(m).
Proof. We show that PL(m) is in
coHM : Indeed,
ρ(PL(m)) = ρ(S(m(−1))m(0)) = (S(m(−1))m(0))(−1) ⊗ (S(m(−1))m(0))(0)
= S(m(−1))1m(0)(−1) ⊗ S(m(−1))2m(0)(0)
= S(m(−1)2)m(0)(−1) ⊗ S(m(−1)1)m(0)(0)
= S(α(m(0)(−1)1))α(m(0)(−1)2)⊗ S(α
−1(m(−1))m(0)(0)
= α(S(m(0)(−1)1)m(0)(−1)2)⊗ α
−1(S(m(−1)))m(0)(0)
= α(ε(m(0)(−1)1H))⊗ α
−1(S(m(−1)))m(0)(0)
= 1H ⊗ α
−1(S(m(−1)))ε(m(0)(−1))m(0)(0)
= 1H ⊗ α
−1(S(m(−1)))µ
−1(m(0))
= 1H ⊗ µ
−1(S(m(−1)m(0))) = 1H ⊗ µ
−1(PL(m)),
where in the fifth equality we have used
(4.45) m(−1)1⊗m(−1)2⊗m(0)(−1)⊗m(0)(0) = α
−1(m(−1))⊗α(m(0)(−1)1)⊗α(m(0)(−1)2)⊗m(0)(0),
which results from the fact that the following relation holds:
(4.46) (∆⊗ id) ◦ (id⊗ ρ) ◦ ρ = a˜−1H,H,H⊗M ◦ (id⊗ a˜H,H,M ) ◦ (id⊗ (∆⊗ id)) ◦ (id⊗ ρ) ◦ ρ.
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Now we prove that M = H ·coH M
m(−1)PL(m(0)) = m(−1)(S(m(0)(−1))m(0)(0))
= (α−1(m(−1))S(m(0)(−1)))µ(m(0)(0))
= (m(−1)1S(m(−1)2))m(0)
= ε(m(−1)1Hm(0)
= µ(ε(m(−1)m(0))
= µ(µ−1(m)) = m,
where we have used the Hom-coassociativity condition for the left Hom-comodules in the third
equation.
PL(hm) = S(h1m(−1))(h2m(0))
= (S(m(−1))S(h1))(h2m(0))
= α((S(m(−1)))(S(h1)(α
−1(h2)µ
−1m(0)))
= α((S(m(−1)))((α
−1(S(h1))α
−1(h2))m(0))
= α((S(m(−1)))((α
−1(S(h1)h2)m(0))
= ε(h)(S(m(−1))1H)µ(m0
= ε(h)µ(S(m(−1)m0)) = ε(h)µ(PL(m)).
PL(mh) = S(m(−1)h1)(m(0)h2)
= (S(h1)S(m(−1)))(m(0)h2)
= ((α−1(S(h1))α
−1(S(m(−1))))m(0))α(h2)
= (S(h1)(α
−1(S(m(−1)))µ
−1(m(0))))α(h2)
= (S(h1)µ
−1(S(m(−1))m(0)))α(h2)
= a˜dR(h)PL(m).
If m belongs to coHM , then
PL(m) = S(1H)µ
−1(m) = m
proving that PL is a k-projection ofM onto
coHM . Let P ′L :M −→
coH M be another k-projection
such that P ′L(hm) = ε(h)µ(P
′
L(m)), then, by the fact that P
′
L is a morphism in H˜(Mk), we have
P ′L(m) = P
′
L(m(−1)PL(m(0))) = ε(m(−1))µ(P
′
L(PL(m(0)))
= ε(m(−1))µ(PL(m(0))) = PL(µ(ε(m(−1))m(0)))
= PL(µ(µ
−1(m))) = PL(m),
which shows the uniqueness of PL. 
Proposition 4.8. Let (N, ν) ∈ H˜(Mk) be a right (H,α)-Hom-module by the H-action N ⊗H →
N, n⊗ h 7→ n⊳ h. The following morphisms
(4.47) H ⊗ (H ⊗N)→ H ⊗N, h⊗ (g ⊗ n) 7→ α−1(h)g ⊗ ν(n),
(4.48) (H ⊗N)⊗H → H ⊗N, (h⊗ n)⊗ g 7→ hg1 ⊗ n⊳ g2,
(4.49) ρ : H ⊗N → H ⊗ (H ⊗N), h⊗ n 7→ α(h1)⊗ (h2 ⊗ ν
−1(n)).
in H˜(Mk), define a left-covariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodule structure on (H ⊗N,α⊗ ν).
Proof. We verify the associativity and the unit conditions for the left and the rightH-multiplications,
respectively: For all h, k, g ∈ H and n ∈ N , we get
α(k)(h(g ⊗ n)) = α(k)(α−1(h)g ⊗ ν(n)) = k((α−1(h)g)⊗ ν2(n)
= α−1(kh)α(g)⊗ ν2(n) = (kh)((α ⊗ ν)(g ⊗ n)),
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1H(g ⊗ n) = α
−1(1H)g ⊗ ν(n) = α(g) ⊗ ν(n) = (α⊗ ν)(g ⊗ n),
((α⊗ ν)(h⊗ n))(gk) = α(h)(g1k1)⊗ ν(n)⊳ (g2k2) = (hg1)α(k1)⊗ (n⊳ g2)⊳ α(k2)
= (hg1 ⊗ n⊳ g2)α(k) = ((h⊗ n)g)α(k),
(h⊗ n)1H = h1H ⊗ n⊳ 1H = (α⊗ ν)(h⊗ n).
We now show that the compatibility condition is satisfied:
(g(h⊗ n))α(k) = (α−1(g)h⊗ ν(n))α(k) = (α−1(g)h)α(k1)⊗ ν(n)⊳ α(k2)
= g(hk1)⊗ ν(n)⊳ α(k2) = α
−1(α(g))(hk1)⊗ ν(n⊳ k2)
= α(g)(hk1 ⊗ n⊳ k2) = α(g)((h⊗ n)k).
The left H-coaction satisfies the coassociativity and the counit condition: Indeed, on one hand we
have
∆((h⊗ n)(−1))⊗ (α
−1 ⊗ ν−1)((h⊗ n)(0)) = ∆(α(h1))⊗ (α
−1 ⊗ ν−1)(h2 ⊗ ν
−1(n))
= (α(h11)⊗ α(h12))⊗ (α
−1(h2)⊗ ν
−2(n))
= (h1 ⊗ α(h21))⊗ (h22 ⊗ ν
−2(n))
= (α−1((h⊗ n)(−1))⊗ (h⊗ n)(0)(−1))⊗ (h⊗ n)(0)(0),
in the third equality we have used the relation
(4.50) α(h11)⊗ α(h12)⊗ h2 ⊗ ν
−1(n) = h1 ⊗ α(h21)⊗ α(h22)⊗ ν
−1(n),
which follows from
(∆⊗ id) ◦ ρ = a˜−1H,H,H⊗N ◦ (id⊗ a˜H,H,N ) ◦ (id⊗ (∆⊗ id)) ◦ ρ.
On the other hand,
ε((h⊗ n)(−1))(h⊗ n)(0) = ε(α(h1))(h2 ⊗ ν
−1(n))
= ε(h1)h2 ⊗ ν
−1(n) = (α−1 ⊗ ν−1)(h⊗ n).
To finish the proof of the fact that the H-actions and the H-coaction above define a left-covariant
(H,α)-Hom-bimodule structure on (H ⊗N,α⊗ ν) we show that following relation holds:
∆(α(g))(ρ(h ⊗ n)∆(k)) = (α(g1)⊗ α(g2))((α(h1)⊗ (h2 ⊗ ν
−1(n)))(k1 ⊗ k2))
= (α(g1)⊗ α(g2))(α(h1)k1 ⊗ (h2 ⊗ ν
−1(n))k2)
= α(g1)(α(h1)k1)⊗ α(g2)((h2 ⊗ ν
−1(n))k2)
= α(g1)(α(h1)k1)⊗ (α
−1(α(g2))(h2k21)⊗ ν(ν
−1(n)⊳ k22))
= α(g1)(α(h1)k1)⊗ (g2(h2k21)⊗ n⊳ α(k22))
= α(g1)(α(h1)α(k11))⊗ (g2(h2k12)⊗ n⊳ k2)
= (g1α(h1))α
2(k11)⊗ ((α
−1(g2)h2)α(k12)⊗ ν
−1(ν(n)⊳ α(k2)))
= α(((α−1(g)h)α(k1))1)⊗ (((α
−1(g)h)α(k1))2 ⊗ ν
−1(ν(n) ⊳ α(k2)))
= ρ((α−1(g)h)α(k1)⊗ ν(n)⊳ α(k2))
= ρ((α−1(g)h⊗ ν(n))α(k))
= ρ((g(h⊗ n))α(k)).

Theorem 4.9. If (M,µ) ∈ H˜(Mk) is a left-covariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodule, the k-linear map
(4.51) θ : H ⊗ coHM −→M, h⊗m 7→ hm,
in H˜(Mk) is an isomorphism of left-covariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodules, where the right (H,α)-Hom-
module structure on (coHM,µ|coHM ) is defined by
(4.52) m⊳ h := PL(mh) = a˜dR(h)m,
for h ∈ H and m ∈ coHM .
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Proof. Define ϑ :M → H ⊗ coHM as follows: For any m ∈M
ϑ(m) = m(−1) ⊗ S(m(0)(−1))m(0)(0),
which is shown that ϑ is the inverse of θ: Indeed,
θ(ϑ(m)) = θ(m(−1) ⊗ S(m(0)(−1))m(0)(0))
= m(−1)(S(m(0)(−1))m(0)(0)) = α(m(−1)1)(S(m(−1)2)µ
−1(m(0)))
= (m(−1)1S(m(−1)2))m(0) = µ(ε(m−1)m0) = µ(µ
−1(m)) = m,
where in the second equation we have used the coassociativity condition for M to be a left Hom-
comodule. On the other hand, for m ∈ coHM and h ∈ H we obtain
ϑ(θ(h⊗m)) = ϑ(hm)
= h11H ⊗ S((h2µ
−1(m))(−1))(h2µ
−1(m))(0)
= α(h1)⊗ S(h21µ
−1(m)(−1))(h22µ
−1(m)(0))
= α(h1)⊗ S(h211H)(h22µ
−2(m))
= α(h1)⊗ α(S(h21))(h22µ
−2(m))
= α(h1)⊗ (S(h21)h22)µ
−1(m)
= α(h1)⊗ ε(h2)1Hµ
−1(m)
= α(α−1(h)) ⊗m = h⊗m,
where in the fourth equality the fact that the H-coaction making M a left (H,α)-Hom-comodule
is a morphism H˜(Mk) has been used. Now we show that θ is both H-bilinear and left H-colinear:
θ(g(h⊗m)) = θ(α−1(g)h⊗ µ(m)) = (α−1(g)h)µ(m)) = g(hm) = gθ(h⊗m),
θ((h⊗m)k) = θ(hk1 ⊗m⊳ k2) = (hk1)(a˜dR(k2)m)
= (hk1)((S(k21)µ
−1(m))α(k22))
= (hk1)(α(S(k21))(µ
−1(m)k22))
= ((α−1(h)α−1(k1))α(S(k21)))(mα(k22))
= (h(α−1(k1)S(k21)))(mα(k22))
= (h(k11S(k12)))(mk2)
= α(h)(mα−1(k)) = θ(h⊗m)k,
where the penultimate line follows from the first relation of (2.8). Lastly, put φ :M → H ⊗M for
the left coaction of H on M , thus
φ(θ(h ⊗m)) = φ(hm)
= h11H ⊗ h2µ
−1(m)
= α(h1)⊗ h2µ
−1(m)
= (id⊗ θ)(α(h1)⊗ (h2 ⊗ µ
−1(m)))
= (id⊗ θ)(ρ(h ⊗m)).

Remark 4.10. Combining the Proposition (4.8) and the Theorem (4.9), we can summarize that
there is a bijection, given by (4.47)-(4.49) and (4.52), between left-covariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodules
(M,µ) and the right (H,α)-Hom-module structures on (coHM,µ|coHM ).
In the case that the antipode S is invertible, we have the following, for m ∈ coHM and h ∈ H
(4.53) hm = (µ−1(m)⊳ S−1(h2))α(h1),
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indeed;
(m⊳ S−1(h2))α(h1) = (1Hµ
−1(m⊳ S−1(h2)))α(h1)
= (1H(µ
−1(m)⊳ α−1(S−1(h2))))α(h1)
= (1Hα(h11))((µ
−1(m)⊳ α−1(S−1(h2)))⊳ α(h12)
= α2(h11)(µ(µ
−1(m))⊳ (α−1(S−1(h2))α
−1(α(h12))))
= α(h1)(m⊳ (α
−1(S−1(α(h22)))h21)
= α(h1)(m⊳ (S
−1(h22)h21)
= α(h1)(m⊳ ε(h2)1H) = hµ(m),
which implies that M = coHM ·H .
We indicate by HHH˜(Mk)H the category of left-covariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodules; the objects are
the left-covariant Hom-bimodules and the morphisms are the ones in H˜(Mk) that are H-linear
on both sides and left H-colinear.
For any two (H,α)-Hom-bimodules (M,µ) and (N, ν) we denote by M ⊗H N the coequalizer
of ρM ⊗ idN , (idM ⊗N ρ) ◦ a˜M,H,N : (M ⊗ H) ⊗ N → M ⊗ N . Thus m ⊗H n = {m ⊗ n ∈
M ⊗N |mh⊗ n = µ(m)⊗ hν−1(n), ∀h ∈ H}.
Proposition 4.11. Let (H,α) be a monoidal Hom-Hopf algebra and (M,µ), (N, ν) be two left-
covariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodules. Define the k-linear maps
(4.54) H ⊗ (M ⊗H N)→M ⊗H N, h⊗ (m⊗H n) = α
−1(h)m⊗H ν(n),
(4.55) (M ⊗H N)⊗H →M ⊗H N, (m⊗H n)⊗ h = µ(m)⊗H nα
−1(h),
(4.56) ρ :M ⊗H N → H ⊗ (M ⊗H N), m⊗H n = m(−1)n(−1) ⊗ (m(0) ⊗H n(0)),
Then (M ⊗HN,µ⊗H ν) becomes a left-covariant Hom-bimodule over (H,α) with these structures.
Proof. We first prove that the map (4.54) gives M ⊗H N a left Hom-module structure:
α(g)(h(m ⊗H n)) = α(g)(α
−1(h)m⊗H ν(n)) = g(α
−1(h)m)⊗H ν
2(n)
= α−1(gh)µ(m)⊗H ν(ν(n)) = (gh)(µ⊗H ν)(m⊗H n),
1H(m⊗H n) = α
−1(1H)m⊗H ν(n) = µ(m)⊗H ν(n).
One can prove in the same way that the map (4.55) makes M ⊗H N a right Hom-module. We
show that the compatibility condition is satisfied:
(g(m⊗H n))α(h) = (α
−1(g)m⊗H ν(n))α(h) = µ(α
−1(g)m)⊗H ν(n)h
= gµ(m)⊗H ν(n)h = α
−1(α(g))µ(m) ⊗H ν(nα
−1(h))
= α(g)(µ(m)⊗H nα
−1(h)) = α(g)((m ⊗H n)h).
We now demonstrate that M ⊗H N possesses a left (H,α)-Hom-comodule structure with ρ which
is given by ρ(m⊗H n) = m(−1)n(−1) ⊗ (m(0) ⊗H n(0)).
∆((m⊗H n)(−1))⊗ (µ
−1 ⊗H ν
−1)((m ⊗H n)(0))
= ∆(m(−1))∆(n(−1))⊗ (µ
−1(m(0))⊗H ν
−1(n(0)))
= (α−1(m(−1))α
−1(n(−1))⊗m(0)(−1)n(0)(−1))⊗ (m(0)(0) ⊗H n(0)(0))
= (α−1((m⊗H n)(−1))⊗ (m⊗H n)(0)(−1))⊗ (m⊗H n)(0)(0),
ε((m⊗H n)(−1))(m⊗H n)(0) = ε(m(−1)n(−1))m(0) ⊗H n(0)
= ε(m(−1))m(0) ⊗H ε(n(−1))n(0)
= µ−1(m)⊗H ν
−1(n),
which prove the Hom-coassociativity and Hom-counity of ρ, respectively. Lastly, we verify the left
covariance as follows:
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∆(α(g))(ρ(m ⊗H n)∆(h)) = (α(g1)⊗ α(g2))((m(−1)n(−1) ⊗ (m(0) ⊗H n(0)))(h1 ⊗ h2))
= α(g1)((m(−1)n(−1))h1)⊗ α(g2)((m(0) ⊗H n(0))h2)
= α(g1)(α(m(−1))(n(−1)α
−1(h1)))⊗ α(g2)(µ(m(0))⊗H n(0)α
−1(h2))
= (g1α(m(−1)))(α(n(−1))h1)⊗ (g2µ(m(0))⊗H ν(n(0)α
−1(h2)))
= (g1µ(m)(−1))(ν(n)(−1)h1)⊗ (g2µ(m)(0) ⊗H ν(n)(0)h2)
= (gµ(m))(−1)(ν(n)h)(−1) ⊗ ((gµ(m))(0) ⊗H (ν(n)h)(0))
= ρ(gµ(m)⊗H ν(n)h)
= ρ((α−1(g)m⊗H ν(n))α(h))
= ρ((g(m⊗H n))α(h)).

Proposition 4.12. Let (H,α) be a monoidal Hom-Hopf algebra and (M,µ), (N, ν), (P, pi) be
left-covariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodules. Then the k-linear map a˜M,N,P : (M ⊗H N)⊗H P →M ⊗H
(N ⊗H P ) given by
(4.57) a˜M,N,P ((m⊗H n)⊗H p) = µ(m)⊗H (n⊗H pi
−1(p)),
defines the associativity constraint.
Proof. The naturality of a˜ and the fact that a˜ satisfies the Pentagon Axiom are proved in Prop1.1
[2]. There remains only to certify that a˜ is both left and right H-linear, and left H-colinear.
a˜M,N,P (h((m⊗H n)⊗H p)) = a˜M,N,P (α
−1(h)(m⊗H n)⊗H pi(p))
= a˜M,N,P ((α
−2(h)m⊗H ν(n)) ⊗H pi(p))
= µ(α−2(h)m)⊗H (ν(n) ⊗H p)
= α−1(h)µ(m)⊗H ((ν ⊗H pi)(n⊗H pi
−1(p)))
= h(µ(m)⊗H (n⊗H pi
−1(p)))
= ha˜M,N,P ((m⊗H n)⊗H p)
shows that the left H-linearity of a˜ holds. By doing a similar computation, one can also affirm
that a˜M,N,P (((m⊗H n)⊗H p)h) = a˜M,N,P ((m⊗H n)⊗H p)h, i.e., a˜ is right H-linear.
On the other hand we verify the left H-colinearity in the following computation:
Qρ(a˜M,N,P ((m⊗H n)⊗H p))
= Qρ(µ(m)⊗H (n⊗H pi
−1(p)))
= µ(m)(−1)(n⊗H pi
−1(p))(−1) ⊗ (µ(m)(0) ⊗H (n⊗H pi
−1(p))(0))
= µ(m)(−1)(n(−1) ⊗H pi
−1(p)(−1))⊗ (µ(m)(0) ⊗H (n(0) ⊗H pi
−1(p)(0))
= α(m(−1))(n(−1)α
−1(p(−1)))⊗ (µ(m(0))⊗H (n(0) ⊗H pi
−1(p(0)))
= (m(−1)n(−1))p(−1) ⊗ a˜M,N,P ((m(0) ⊗H n(0))⊗H p(0))
= (m⊗H n)(−1)p(−1) ⊗ a˜M,N,P ((m(0) ⊗H n(0))⊗H p(0))
= (id⊗ a˜M,N,P )((m⊗H n)(−1)p(−1) ⊗ ((m⊗H n)(0) ⊗H p(0)))
= (id⊗ a˜M,N,P )(
Q′ρ((m⊗H n)⊗H p)),
where Qρ and Q
′
ρ are the left coactions on the objects Q = M ⊗H (N ⊗H P ) and Q
′ = (M ⊗H
N)⊗H P . 
Proposition 4.13. The left and right unit constraints are respectively given by the following
k-linear maps
(4.58) l˜M : k ⊗H M →M, x⊗H m 7→ xµ(m),
(4.59) r˜M :M ⊗H k →M, m⊗H x 7→ xµ(m).
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Proof. With the trivial left and right H-actions H ⊗ k → k, h ⊗ x 7→ ε(h)x = hx; k ⊗ H →
k, x⊗h 7→ ε(h)x = xh, resp., and the trivial left H-coaction k → H ⊗ k, x 7→ 1H ⊗x, for any x in
k and h in H , it can easily be shown that (k, idk) is the unit object in the category of left-covariant
Hom-bimodules. We show only that l˜M is H-linear on both sides and left H-colinear. For r˜M the
analogous argument follows in a similar way. Obviously, l˜M is a k-isomorphism with the inverse
l˜−1M :M → k ⊗M, m 7→ 1⊗ µ
−1(m) and the relation µ ◦ l˜M = l˜M ◦ (idk ⊗ µ) is satisfied.
l˜M (h(x⊗H m)) = l˜M (α
−1(h)x ⊗H µ(m)) = l˜M (xα
−1(h)⊗H µ(m))
= l˜M (x ⊗H α
−1(h)µ−1(µ(m))) = l˜M (x⊗H µ
−1(hµ(m)))
= xhµ(m) = hl˜M (x⊗H m),
l˜M ((x ⊗H m)h) = l˜M (x⊗H mα
−1(h))
= xµ(mα−1(h)) = xµ(m)h = l˜M (x⊗H m)h,
(idH ⊗ l˜M )(
k⊗HMρ(x⊗H m)) = (idH ⊗ l˜M )(x(−1)m(−1) ⊗ (x(0) ⊗H m(0)))
= (idH ⊗ l˜M )(1Hm(−1) ⊗ (x ⊗H m(0)))
= α(m(−1))⊗ xµ(m(0))
= xµ(m)(−1) ⊗ µ(m)(0)
= x(Mρ(µ(m)))
= Mρ(l˜M (x ⊗H m)),
where k⊗HMρ and Mρ are the left H-coactions on the objects k ⊗H M and M respectively. Here,
we also assert the Triangle Axiom: For x ∈ k, m ∈M and n ∈ N ,
((idM ⊗H l˜N ) ◦ a˜M,k,N)((m ⊗H x)⊗H n) = (idM ⊗H l˜N )(µ(m)⊗H (x⊗H ν
−1(n)))
= µ(m)⊗H xν(ν
−1(n)) = xµ(m) ⊗H ν(ν
−1(n))
= r˜M (m⊗H x) ⊗H n
= (r˜M ⊗H idN )((m⊗H x) ⊗H n).

Thus, by putting the Propositions (4.11), (4.12) and (4.13) together we attain
Theorem 4.14. Let (H,α) be a monoidal Hom-Hopf algebra. Then (HHH˜(Mk)H ,⊗H , (k, idk), a˜, l˜, r˜)
is a tensor category.
5. Right-Covariant Hom-Bimodules
Definition 5.1. A right-covariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodule is an (H,α)-Hom-bimodule (M,µ) ∈
H˜(Mk) which is a right (H,α)-Hom-comodule, with coaction σ :M →M ⊗H , m 7→ m[0] ⊗m[1],
in H˜(Mk) such that
(5.60) σ((hm)α(g)) = ∆(α(h))(σ(m)∆(g)).
The elements of the submodule M coH = {m ∈ M |ρ(m) = µ−1(m) ⊗ 1H} of M are called right
Hom-coinvariants.
Without performing details we can develop a similar theory for the right-covariant (H,α)-Hom-
bimodules as in the previous section by making the necessary changes. We define the projection
by
(5.61) PR :M → M
coH , m 7→ m[0]S(m[1]),
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which is unique with the property
(5.62) PR(mh) = ε(h)µ(PR(m)), for all h ∈ H,m ∈M.
By using the fact that the equality
(5.63) (id⊗∆) ◦ (σ ⊗ id) ◦ σ = a˜M⊗H,H,H ◦ (a˜
−1
M,H,H ⊗ id) ◦ ((id⊗∆)⊗ id) ◦ (σ ⊗ id) ◦ σ
holds, that is, for any m ∈M , the following
(5.64) m[0][0] ⊗m[0][1] ⊗m[1]1 ⊗m[1]2 = m[0][0] ⊗ α(m[0][1]1)⊗ α(m[0][1]2)⊗ α
−1(m[1])
is fulfilled, one can prove that
σ(PR(m)) = µ
−1(PR(m))⊗ 1H .
One can also show that
(5.65) m = PR(m[0])m[1]
is acquired by using the Hom-coassociativity property for the right Hom-comodules, which specifies
that M =M coH ·H . PR also satisfies the following
(5.66) PR(hm) = α(h1)(µ
−1(PR(m))S(h2)) ≡ a˜dL(h)PR(m).
Since (M,µ) is an (H,α)-Hom-bimodule, M coH has a left (H,α)-Hom-module structure by the
formula
(5.67) h⊲m := PR(hm) = a˜dL(h)m.
a˜dL is indeed a left Hom-action of (H,α) on M
coH :
a˜dL(1H)m = 1H ⊲m = α(1H)(µ
−1(m)S(1H)) = 1Hm = µ(m),
(gh)⊲ µ(m) = α(g1h1)(µ
−1(µ(m))S(g2h2))
= (α(g1)α(h1))(m(S(h2)S(g2)))
= (α(g1)α(h1))((µ
−1(m)S(h2))S(α(g2)))
= ((g1h1)(µ
−1(m)S(h2)))α(S(α(g2)))
= (α(g1)(h1µ
−1(µ−1(m)S(h2))))α(S(α(g2)))
= (α(g1)µ
−1((α(h1)µ
−1(µ−1(m)S(h2)))))α(S(α(g2)))
= α(α(g1))(µ
−1(h⊲m)S(α(g2)))
= α(g)⊲ (h⊲m),
for all m ∈ M coH and g, h ∈ H . Once this left Hom-module structure has been given to M coH ,
it can be proven, in a similar way as in the proof of the Proposition (4.8) and the Theorem (4.9),
that the right-covariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodule (M,µ) is isomorphic, by the k-linear map
(5.68) θ′ :M coH ⊗H →M, m⊗ h 7→ mh,
to the right-covariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodule M coH ⊗H with Hom-structures defined by the fol-
lowing maps in H˜(Mk)
(5.69) (M coH ⊗H)⊗H →M coH ⊗H, (m⊗ h)⊗ g 7→ µ(m)⊗ hα−1(g),
(5.70) H ⊗ (M coH ⊗H)→M coH ⊗H, g ⊗ (m⊗ h) 7→ g1 ⊲m⊗ g2h,
(5.71) M coH ⊗H → (M coH ⊗H)⊗H, m⊗ h 7→ (µ−1(m)⊗ h1)⊗ α(h2).
Thus we have the following
Theorem 5.2. There is a one-to-one correspondance, given by (5.67) and (5.69)-(5.71), between
the right-covariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodules (M,µ) and the left (H,α)-Hom-module structures on
(M coH , µ|McoH ).
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We denote by HH˜(Mk)
H
H the category of right-covariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodules whose objects
are the right-covariant Hom-bimodules with those morphisms that are left and right H-linear and
right H-colinear.
Proposition 5.3. Let (H,α) be a monoidal Hom-Hopf algebra and (M,µ), (N, ν) be two right-
covariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodules. Along with (4.54) and (4.55), define the k-linear map
(5.72) σ :M ⊗H N → (M ⊗H N)⊗H, m⊗H n = (m[0] ⊗H n[0])⊗m[1]n[1].
Then (M ⊗H N,µ⊗H ν) is a right-covariant Hom-bimodule over (H,α).
Proof. It is sufficient to prove first that M ⊗H N becomes a right Hom-comodule with σ and then
to assert that the right covariance is held.
(µ−1 ⊗H ν
−1)((m⊗H n)[0])⊗∆((m⊗H n)[1])
= (µ−1(m[0])⊗H ν
−1(n[0]))⊗∆(m[1])∆(n[1])
= (m[0][0] ⊗H n[0][0])⊗ (m[0][1]n[0][1] ⊗ α
−1(m[1])α
−1(n[1]))
= (m⊗H n)[0][0] ⊗ ((m⊗H n)[0][1] ⊗ (m⊗H n)[1]),
where in the second equality the Hom-coassociativity condition for right (H,α)-Hom-comodules
has been used,
(m⊗H n)[0]ε((m⊗H n)[1]) = m[0]ε(m[1])⊗H n[0]ε(n[1]) = µ
−1(m)⊗H ν
−1(n),
The computations above demonstrate that the Hom-coassociativity and Hom-counity of σ are
satisfied, respectively.
We now substantiate the right covariance:
σ((g(m ⊗H n))α(h)) = σ(gµ(m)⊗H ν(n)h)
= ((gµ(m))[0] ⊗H ((ν(n)h)[0])⊗ (gµ(m))[1](ν(n)h)[1]
= (g1µ(m[0])⊗H ν(n[0])h1)⊗ (g2α(m[1]))(α(n[1])h2)
= α(g1)(µ(m[0])⊗H n[0]α
−1(h1))⊗ α(g2)((m[1]n[1])h2)
= ∆(α(g))((m[0] ⊗H n[0])h1 ⊗ (m[1]n[1])h2)
= ∆(α(g))(σ(m ⊗H n)∆(h)).

Theorem 5.4. Let (H,α) be a monoidal Hom-Hopf algebra. Then HH˜(Mk)
H
H is a tensor category,
with tensor product ⊗H is defined in Proposition (5.3), and associativity constraint a˜, left unit
constraint l˜ and right unit constraint r˜ are given by (4.57), (4.58) and (4.59), respectively.
Proof. What is left to be proved is the right H-colinearity of both a˜M,N,P and l˜M .
(σQ
′
◦ a˜M,N,P )((m⊗H n)⊗H p) = σ
Q′(µ(m) ⊗H (n⊗H pi
−1(p)))
= (µ(m)[0] ⊗H (n⊗H pi
−1(p))[0])⊗ µ(m)[1](n⊗H pi
−1(p))[0]
= (µ(m[0])⊗H (n[0] ⊗H pi
−1(p[0])))⊗ α(m[1])(n[1]α
−1(p[1]))
= a˜M,N,P ((m[0] ⊗H n[0])⊗H p[0])⊗ (m[1]n[1])p[1]
= (a˜M,N,P ⊗ id)(((m⊗H n)[0] ⊗H p[0])⊗ (m⊗H n)[1]p[1])
= ((a˜M,N,P ⊗ id) ◦ σ
Q)((m ⊗H n)⊗H p)
which stands for the right H-colinearity of a˜M,N,P , where σ
Q′ and σQ are the right H-coactions on
Q′ =M⊗H (N⊗HP ) and Q = (M⊗HN)⊗HP . By taking into account that (k, idk) is unit object
in the category of right-covariant Hom-bimodules with the trivial H-actions hx = ε(h)x = xh and
the trivial right H-coaction k → k ⊗H, x 7→ x⊗ 1H , we obtain the following computation
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(l˜M ⊗ idH)(σ
k⊗HM (x⊗H m)) = (l˜M ⊗ idH)((x[0] ⊗H m[0])⊗ x[1]m[1])
= (l˜M ⊗ idH)((x ⊗H m[0])⊗ α(m[1]))
= xµ(m[0])⊗ α(m[1])
= xσM (µ(m))
= σM (l˜M (x⊗H m)),
concluding l˜M is right H-colinear. 
6. Bicovariant Hom-Bimodules
Definition 6.1. A bicovariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodule is an (H,α)-Hom-bimodule (M,µ) together
with k-linear mappings
ρ :M → H ⊗M, m 7→ m(−1) ⊗m(0),
σ :M →M ⊗H, m 7→ m[0] ⊗m[1],
in H˜(Mk), such that:
(1) (M,µ) is a left-covariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodule with left Hom-coaction ρ,
(2) (M,µ) is a right-covariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodule with right Hom-coaction σ,
(3) a˜H,M,H ◦ (ρ⊗ id) ◦ σ = (id⊗ σ) ◦ ρ.
Condition (3) is called the Hom-commutativity of the coactions ρ and σ on M and can be
expressed by Sweedler’s notation as follows
m(−1) ⊗ (m(0)[0] ⊗m(0)[1]) = α(m[0](−1))⊗ (m[0](0) ⊗ α
−1(m[1])), m ∈M.
Proposition 6.2. Let (N, ν) ∈ H˜(Mk) be a right (H,α)-Hom-module by the H-action N ⊗H →
N, n⊗h 7→ n⊳h and a right (H,α)-Hom-comodule by the H-coaction N → N⊗H, n 7→ n(0)⊗n(1)
such that the compatibility condition
(6.73) n(0) ⊳ α
−1(h1)⊗ n(1)α
−1(h2) = (n⊳ h2)(0) ⊗ α
−1(h1(n⊳ h2)(1))
holds for h ∈ H and n ∈ N . The morphisms (4.47)-(4.49) and
(6.74) σ : H ⊗N → (H ⊗N)⊗H, h⊗ n 7→ (h1 ⊗ n(0))⊗ h2n(1),
in H˜(Mk), define a bicovariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodule structure on (H ⊗N,α⊗ ν).
Proof. As has been proven in Proposition 4.8, the left-covariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodule structure
on (H ⊗N,α⊗ ν) is deduced from the right H-action on N by the morphisms (4.47)-(4.49). The
morphism (6.74) fulfills the coassociativity and the counity:
(α−1 ⊗ ν−1)((h ⊗ n)[0])⊗∆((h⊗ n)[1]) = (α
−1(h1)⊗ ν
−1(n(0)))⊗∆(h2n(1))
= (α−1(h1)⊗ ν
−1(n(0)))⊗ (h21n(1)1 ⊗ h22n(1)2)
= (h11 ⊗ n(0)(0))⊗ (h12n(0)(1) ⊗ α
−1(h2)α
−1(n(1)))
= (h⊗ n)[0][0] ⊗ ((h⊗ n)[0][1] ⊗ α
−1((h⊗ n)[1])),
where the fact that N is a right Hom-comodule and the relation (4.50) have been used in the third
equation, and
(h⊗ n)[0]ε((h⊗ n)[1]) = (h1 ⊗ n(0))ε(h2n(1)) = h1ε(h2)⊗ n(0)ε(n(1)) = (α
−1 ⊗ ν−1)(h⊗ n).
By again using the relation (4.50) and the fact that the right H-coaction on N is a morphism
in H˜(Mk), we prove the Hom-commutativity condition:
α(m[0](−1))⊗ (m[0](0) ⊗ α
−1(m[1])) = α
2(h11)⊗ ((h12 ⊗ ν
−1(n(0)))⊗ α
−1(h2)α
−1(n(1)))
= α(h1)⊗ ((h21 ⊗ ν
−1(n(0)))⊗ h22α
−1(n(1)))
= α(h1)⊗ ((h21 ⊗ ν
−1(n)(0))⊗ h22ν
−1(n)(1))
= m(−1) ⊗ (m(0)[0] ⊗m(0)[1]).
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For g, h, k ∈ H and n ∈ N , we have
σ((g(h⊗ n))α(k))
= σ((α−1(g)h⊗ ν(n))α(k))
= σ((α−1(g)h)α(k1)⊗ ν(n)⊳ α(k2))
= (((α−1(g)h)α(k1))1 ⊗ (ν(n)⊳ α(k2))(0))⊗ ((α
−1(g)h)α(k1))2(ν(n)⊳ α(k2))(1)
= (g1(h1k11)⊗ ν((n⊳ k2)(0)))⊗ (g2(h2k12))α((n ⊳ k2)(1))
= (α−1(α(g1))(h1k11)⊗ ν((n⊳ k2)(0)))⊗ α(g2)((h2k12)(n⊳ k2)(1))
= (α−1(α(g1))(h1α
−1(k1))⊗ ν((n⊳ α(k22))(0)))⊗ α(g2)(α(h2)(k21α
−1((n⊳ α(k22)(1)))
= α(g1)(h1α
−1(k1)⊗ (n⊳ α(k22))(0))⊗ α(g2)(α(h2)(k21α
−1((n⊳ α(k22)(1))),(6.75)
and
∆(α(g))(σ(h ⊗ n)∆(k)) = (α(g1)⊗ α(g2))(((h1 ⊗ n(0))⊗ h2n(1))(k1 ⊗ k2))
= (α(g1)⊗ α(g2))((h1 ⊗ n(0))k1 ⊗ (h2n(1))k2)
= (α(g1)⊗ α(g2))((h1k11 ⊗ n(0) ⊳ k12)⊗ α(h2)(n(1)α
−1(k2))
= α(g1)(h1α
−1(k1)⊗ n(0) ⊳ k21)⊗ α(g2)(α(h2)(n(1)k22)).(6.76)
The right-hand sides of (6.75) and (6.76) are equal by the compatibility condition (6.73): To see
this, it is enough to set h = α(k2) in (6.73) to obtain the following
n(0) ⊳ α
−1(α(k2)1)⊗ n(1)α
−1(α(k2)2) = (n⊳ α(k2)2)(0) ⊗ α
−1(α(k2)1(n⊳ α(k2)2)(1))
⇒ n(0) ⊳ α
−1(α(k21))⊗ n(1)α
−1(α(k22)) = (n⊳ α(k22))(0) ⊗ α
−1(α(k21))α
−1((n⊳ α(k22))(1))
⇒ n(0) ⊳ k21 ⊗ n(1)k22 = (n⊳ α(k22))(0) ⊗ k21α
−1((n⊳ α(k22))(1)).
Thus we proved that (H ⊗N,α⊗ ν) is a bicovariant Hom-bimodule over (H,α). 
Theorem 6.3. If (M,µ) ∈ H˜(Mk) is a bicovariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodule, the k-linear map (4.51)
in H˜(Mk) is an isomorphism of bicovariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodules, where the right (H,α)-Hom-
module structure on (coHM,µ|coHM ) is defined by m ⊳ h := PL(mh) = a˜dR(h)m, for h ∈ H and
m ∈ coHM and the right (H,α)-Hom-comodule structure is obtained by the restriction of right
H-coaction of M fulfilling the condition (6.73).
Proof. Let M be a bicovariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodule. As has been proven before, m ⊳ h :=
PL(mh) = a˜dR(h)m defines a right (H,α)-Hom-module structure on
coHM . By Hom-commutativity
condition (3) we get,
ϕ(coHM) ⊆ coHM ⊗H,
which implies that the restriction of ϕ to coHM can be taken as the right H-coaction on coHM ,
where ϕ is the right H-coaction on M , m 7→ m[0] ⊗m[1]. Indeed, for m ∈
coHM ,
(id⊗ ϕ)(φ(m)) = 1⊗ (µ−1(m[0])⊗ α
−1(m[1]))
= a˜((φ ⊗ id)(ϕ(m)))
= α(m[0](−1))⊗ (m[0](0) ⊗ α
−1(m[1])),
which purports that φ(m[0]) = 1⊗ µ
−1(m[0]), where φ is the left H-coaction on M , m 7→ m(−1)⊗
m(0).
Since it has been proved in Theorem (4.9) that the morphism θ in (4.51) is an isomorphism of
left-covariant Hom-bimodules,
ϕ(θ(h ⊗m)) = h1m(0) ⊗ h2m(1) = (θ ⊗ id)((h1 ⊗m(0))⊗ h2m(1)) = (θ ⊗ id)(σ(h⊗m)),
which shows that θ is right H-colinear and concludes also that it is an isomorphism of bicovariant
Hom-bimodules, where σ is the right H-coaction defined in (6.74).
Due to the fact that M is a bicovariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodule, the left-hand sides of (6.75) and
(6.76) are equal: Thus, by applying (ε ⊗ idN⊗H) ◦ a˜H,N,H to the right-hand sides of (6.75) and
(6.76), we acquire the compatibility condition (6.73). 
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Remark 6.4. The Proposition (6.2) and the Theorem (6.3) together prove that there is a one-
to-one correspondance, given by (4.47)-(4.49), (6.74) and (4.52) , between bicovariant (H,α)-
Hom-bimodules (M,µ) and pairs of a right (H,α)-Hom-module and a right (H,α)-Hom-comodule
structures on (coHM,µ|coHM ) fulfilling the compatibility condition (6.73).
We indicate by HHH˜(Mk)
H
H the category of bicovariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodules; the objects are
the bicovariant Hom-bimodules with those morphisms that are H-linear and H-colinear on both
sides.
Proposition 6.5. Let (H,α) be a monoidal Hom-Hopf algebra and (M,µ), (N, ν) be two bicovari-
ant (H,α)-Hom-bimodules. Then, with the structures given by (4.54), (4.55), (4.56) and (5.72),
(M ⊗H N,µ⊗H ν) becomes a bicovariant Hom-bimodule over (H,α).
Proof. The only thing to finish the proof of the statement of the proposition is to certify the
Hom-commutativity of ρ and σ :
(a˜H,M⊗HN,H ◦ (ρ⊗ id))(σ(m ⊗H n))
= a˜((ρ⊗ id)((m[0] ⊗H n[0])⊗m[1]n[1]))
= a˜((m[0](−1)n[0](−1) ⊗ (m[0](0) ⊗H n[0](0)))⊗m[1]n[1])
= α(m[0](−1))α(n[0](−1))⊗ ((m[0](0) ⊗H n[0](0))⊗ α
−1(m[1])α
−1(m[1]))
= m(−1)n(−1) ⊗ ((m(0)[0] ⊗H n(0)[0])⊗m(0)[1]n(0)[1])
= (id⊗ σ)(m(−1)n(−1) ⊗ (m(0) ⊗H n(0)))
= ((id⊗ σ) ◦ ρ)(m⊗H n),
where the fourth equality follows from the Hom-commutativity of the H-coactions on (M,µ) and
(N, ν). 
Let (M,µ), (N, ν) be two objects in HHH˜(Mk)
H
H and define the k-linear map cM,N :M ⊗HN →
N ⊗H M as
cM,N(m⊗H n) = m(−1)PR(n[0])⊗H PL(m(0))n[1](6.77)
= m(−1)(n[0][0]S(n[0][1]))⊗H (S(m(0)(−1))m(0)(0))n[1],(6.78)
and then by supposing the antipode is invertible, define the linear mapping c−1N,M : N ⊗H M →
M ⊗H N
(6.79) c−1N,M(n⊗H m) = n[1](m(0)(0)S
−1(m(0)(−1)))⊗H (S
−1(n[0][1])n[0][0])m(−1).
We first investigate the form that cM,N and c
−1
M,N take for the elements of the set {hu ⊗H v}
linearly spanning M ⊗H N , where h ∈ H , u ∈
coHM , v ∈ coHN :
cM,N(hu⊗H v) = α(h1)(v[0][0]S(v[0][1]))⊗H (S(α(h21))(h22µ
−2(u)))v[1]
= α(h1)(v[0][0]S(v[0][1]))⊗H ((α
−1(S(α(h21)))h22)µ
−1(u))v[1]
= α(h1)(v[0][0]S(v[0][1]))⊗H ((ε(h2)1H)µ
−1(u))v[1]
= α(h1ε(h2))(v[0][0]S(v[0][1]))⊗H (1Hµ
−1(u))v[1]
= h(v[0][0]S(v[0][1]))⊗H uv[1]
= h(ν−1(v[0])S(v[1]1))⊗H uα(v[1]2)
= (α−1(h)ν−1(v[0]))α(S(v[1]1))⊗H uα(v[1]2)
= ν(α−1(h)ν−1(v[0]))⊗H α(S(v[1]1))µ
−1(uα(v[1]2))
= hv[0] ⊗H α(S(v[1]1))(µ
−1(u)v[1]2)
= hv[0] ⊗H (S(v[1]1)µ
−1(u))α(v[1]2)
= hv[0] ⊗H a˜dR(v[1])u
= hv[0] ⊗H u⊳ v[1],(6.80)
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where in the first equality we used the fact that u ∈ coHM and then the equations Mρ(hu) =
α(h1)⊗ h2µ
−1(u), Mρ((hu)(0)) = α(h21)⊗ h22µ
−2(u),
c−1M,N(hv ⊗H u) = (h2v[1])(µ
−2(u)S−1(1H))⊗H (S
−1(h12v[0][1])(h11v[0][0]))1H
= (h2v[1])µ
−1(u)⊗H (S
−1(v[0][1])S
−1(h12))(h11v[0][0]))1H
= α(h2)(v[1]µ
−2(u))⊗H ((α
−1(S−1(v[0][1])S
−1(h12))h11)ν(v[0][0]))1H
= α(h2)(v[1]µ
−2(u))⊗H ((S
−1(v[0][1])α
−1(S−1(h12)h11))ν(v[0][0]))1H
= α(ε(h1)h2)(v[1]µ
−2(u))⊗H ((S
−1(v[0][1])1H)ν(v[0][0]))1H
= h(α(v[1]2)µ
−2(u))⊗H (α(S
−1(v[1]1))v[0])1H
= h(α(v[1]2)µ
−2(u))⊗H α
2(S−1(v[1]1))ν(v[0])
= (α−1(h)(v[1]2µ
−3(u)))α2(S−1(v[1]1))⊗H ν
2(v[0])
= h((S(S−1(v[1])1)µ
−1(µ−2(u)))α(S−1(v[1])2))⊗H ν
2(v[0])
= h((v[1]2µ
−3(u))α(S−1(v[1]1)))⊗H ν
2(v[0])
= h(a˜dR(S
−1(v[1]))µ
−2(u))⊗H ν
2(v[0])
= h(µ−2(u)⊳ S−1(v[1]))⊗H ν
2(v[0]),(6.81)
and we now verify that c−1M,N is the inverse of cM,N in this case;
c−1M,N(cM,N (hu⊗H v)) = c
−1
M,N(hv[0] ⊗H u⊳ v[1])
= h(µ−2(u⊳ v[1])⊳ S
−1(v[0][1]))⊗H ν
2(v[0][0])
= h((µ−2(u)⊳ α−2(v[1]))⊳ S
−1(v[0][1]))⊗H ν
2(v[0][0])
= h(µ−1(u)⊳ α−1(α−1(v[1])S
−1(v[0][1]))) ⊗H ν
2(v[0][0])
= h(µ−1(u)⊳ α−1(v[1]2S
−1(v[1]1)))⊗H ν(v[0])
= h(µ−1(u)⊳ 1H)⊗H ν(v[0]ε(v[1]))
= hu⊗H v,
and
cM,N (c
−1
M,N (hv ⊗H u)) = cM,N (h(µ
−2(u)⊳ S−1(v[1]))⊗H ν
2(v[0]))
= hν2(v[0][0])⊗H (µ
−2(u)⊳ S−1(v[1]))⊳ α
2(v[0][1])
= hν2(v[0][0])⊗H µ
−1(u)⊳ (S−1(v[1])α(v[0][1]))
= hν(v[0])⊗H µ
−1(u)⊳ α(S−1(v[1]2)v[1]1)
= hν(v[0]ε(v[1]))⊗H µ
−1(u)⊳ 1H
= hv ⊗H u.
By a similar reasoning we obtain, for each of the sets {w ⊗H zh}, {hu ⊗H z} linearly spanning
M ⊗H N , the following formulas corresponding to the mappings (6.77) and (6.79):
(6.82) cM,N (w ⊗H zh) = w(−1) ⊲ z ⊗H w(0)h,
(6.83) c−1M,N(z ⊗H wh) = µ
2(w(0))⊗H (S
−1(w(−1))⊲ ν
−2(z))h,
(6.84) cM,N(hu⊗H z) = hν
−1(z)⊗H µ(u),
(6.85) c−1M,N(hz ⊗H u) = hµ
−1(u)⊗H ν(z),
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where h ∈ H , u belongs to coHM and w ∈ M coH , z ∈ N coH . For each case, cM,N and c
−1
M,N are
inverses of each other. By using the formula (6.82), we now prove the right H-linearity and then
in the sequel the right H-colinearity of cM,N :
cM,N ((w ⊗H zh)g) = cM,N (µ(w) ⊗H (zh)α
−1(g))
= cM,N (µ(w) ⊗H ν(z)(hα
−2(g)))
= µ(w)(−1) ⊲ ν(z)⊗H µ(w)(0)(hα
−2(g))
= α(w(−1))⊲ ν(z)⊗H µ(w(0))(hα
−2(g))
= ν(w(−1) ⊲ z)⊗H (w(0)h)α
−1(g))
= cM,N (w ⊗H zh)g,
(cM,N ⊗ idH)(σ
M⊗HN (w ⊗H zh)) = (cM,N ⊗ idH)((w[0] ⊗H (zh)[0])⊗ w[1](zh)[1])
= cM,N(w[0] ⊗H z[0]h1)⊗ w[1](z[1]h2)
= cM,N(µ
−1(w)⊗H ν
−1(z)h1)⊗ 1H(1Hh2)
= (α−1(w(−1))⊲ ν
−1(z)⊗H µ
−1(w(0))h1)⊗ 1H(1Hh2)
= (ν−1(w(−1) ⊲ z)⊗H µ
−1(w(0))h1)⊗ 1H(1Hh2)
= (ν−1(w(−1) ⊲ z)⊗H w(0)[0]h1)⊗ 1H(w(0)[1]h2)
= ((w(−1) ⊲ z)[0] ⊗H (w(0)h)[0])⊗ (w(−1) ⊲ z)[1](w(0)h)[1]
= σN⊗HM (w(−1) ⊲ z ⊗H w(0)h)
= σN⊗HM (cM,N (w ⊗H zh)),
where the sixth equality follows from the fact that Mρ(w) ∈ H ⊗ M coH and the seventh one
concludes from w(−1) ⊲ z ∈ N
coH . In a similar way one can also show that cM,N is both left
H-linear and left H-colinear. Therefore cM,N is an isomorphism in
H
HH˜(Mk)
H
H . In conclusion we
have attested the following assertion:
Proposition 6.6. Let (H,α) be a monoidal Hom-Hopf algebra. Then the k-linear map cM,N :
M ⊗H N → N ⊗H M given by (6.77) is a morphism in
H
HH˜(Mk)
H
H . It is an isomorphism if H
has a bijective antipode.
Theorem 6.7. HHH˜(Mk)
H
H is a prebraided tensor category. It is a braided tensor category if H
has an invertible antipode.
Proof. We have already verified that HHH˜(Mk)
H
H is a tensor category, with tensor product ⊗H
is defined in Proposition (6.5), and associativity constraint a˜, left unit constraint l˜ and right
unit constraint r˜ are given by (4.57), (4.58) and (4.59), respectively. Thereby, together with the
Proposition (6.6), to demonstrate that the Hexagon Axioms for cM,N hold finishes the proof the
statement. Since (M ⊗H N) ⊗H P is generated as a left (H,α)-Hom-module by the elements
(u ⊗H z)⊗H p where u ∈
coHM , z ∈ N coH and p ∈ P coH , it is sufficient to prove the hexagonal
relations for such elements. One can first note that cM,N(u ⊗H z) = z ⊗H u and thus
(a˜N,P,M ◦ cM,N⊗HP ◦ a˜M,N,P )((u ⊗H z)⊗H p)
= ν(z)⊗H (pi
−1(p)⊗H u)
= (idN ⊗ cM,P )(ν(z)⊗H (u⊗H pi
−1(p))
= (idN ⊗H cM,P ◦ a˜N,M,P )((z ⊗H u)⊗H p)
= (idN ⊗H cM,P ◦ a˜N,M,P ◦ (cM,N ⊗H idP ))((u ⊗H z)⊗H p),
which asserts the first hexagon axiom and the second one is obtained by a similar reasoning. 
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7. Yetter-Drinfel’d Modules over Monoidal Hom-Hopf Algebras
In this section, we present and study the category of Yetter-Drinfel’d modules over a monoidal
Hom-bialgebra (H,α), and then demonstrate that if (H,α) is a monoidal Hom-Hopf algebra with
an invertible antipode it is a braided monoidal category.
Definition 7.1. Let (H,α) be a monoidal Hom-bialgebra, (Nν) be a right (H,α)-Hom-module
with action N ⊗ H → N, n ⊗ h 7→ n ⊳ h and a right (H,α)-Hom-comodule with coaction
N → N ⊗ H, n 7→ n(0) ⊗ n(1). Then (N, ν) is called a right-right Yetter-Drinfel’d (H,α)-Hom-
module if the condition (6.73 ) holds for all h ∈ H and n ∈ N , that is,
n(0) ⊳ α
−1(h1)⊗ n(1)α
−1(h2) = (n⊳ h2)(0) ⊗ α
−1(h1(n⊳ h2)(1)),
which is called the twisted Yetter-Drinfel’d condition.
We denote by H˜(YD)HH the category of Yetter-Drinfel’d (H,α)-Hom-modules whose objects are
Yetter-Drinfel’d modules over (H,α) and morphisms are the ones that are right H-linear and right
H-colinear.
Proposition 7.2. Let (H,α) be a monoidal Hom-bialgebra and (M,µ),(N, ν) be two Yetter-
Drinfel’d (H,α)-Hom-modules. Then (M ⊗ N,µ ⊗ ν) becomes a Yetter-Drinfel’d (H,α)-Hom-
module with the following structure maps
(7.86) (M ⊗N)⊗H →M ⊗N, (m⊗ n)⊗ h 7→ m⊳ h1 ⊗ n⊳ h2 = (m⊗ n)⊳ h,
(7.87) M ⊗N → (M ⊗N)⊗H, m⊗ n 7→ (m(0) ⊗ n(0))⊗m(1)n(1).
Proof. (M ⊗ N,µ ⊗ ν) is both right (H,α)-Hom-module and a right (H,α)-Hom-comodule; to
verify this one can see Propositions 2.6 and 2.8 in [2] for the left case. We only prove that the
twisted Yetter-Drinfel’d condition is fulfilled for (M ⊗N,µ⊗ ν):
((m⊗ n)⊳ h2)(0) ⊗ α
−1(h1)α
−1(((m ⊗ n)⊳ h2)(1))
= (m⊳ h21 ⊗ n⊳ h22)(0) ⊗ α
−1(h1)α
−1((m⊳ h21 ⊗ n⊳ h22)(1))
= (m⊳ h12 ⊗ n⊳ α
−1(h2))(0) ⊗ h11α
−1((m⊳ h12 ⊗ n⊳ α
−1(h2))(1))
= (m⊳ h12)(0) ⊗ (n⊳ α
−1(h2))(0) ⊗ h11α
−1((m⊳ h12)(1)(n⊳ α
−1(h2))(1))
= (m⊳ h12)(0) ⊗ (n⊳ α
−1(h2))(0) ⊗ h11α
−1((m⊳ h12)(1))α
−1((n⊳ α−1(h2))(1))
= (m⊳ h12)(0) ⊗ (n⊳ α
−1(h2))(0) ⊗ (α
−1(h11)α
−1((m⊳ h12)(1)))(n⊳ α
−1(h2))(1)
= m(0) ⊳ α
−1(h11)⊗ (n⊳ α
−1(h2))(0) ⊗ (m(1) ⊳ α
−1(h12))(n⊳ α
−1(h2))(1)
= m(0) ⊳ α
−2(h1)⊗ (n⊳ h22)(0) ⊗ α(m(1))(α
−1(h21)α
−1((n⊳ h22)(1)))
= m(0) ⊳ α
−2(h1)⊗ n(0) ⊳ α
−1(h21)⊗ α(m(1)(n(1)α
−1(h22))
= m(0) ⊳ α
−1(h11)⊗ n(0) ⊳ α
−1(h12)⊗ (m(1)n(1))α
−1(h2)
= (m(0) ⊗ n(0))⊳ α
−1(h1)⊗ (m(1)n(1))α
−1(h2)
= (m⊗ n)(0) ⊳ α
−1(h1)⊗ (m⊗ n)(1) ⊳ α
−1(h2).

Proposition 7.3. Let (H,α) be a monoidal Hom-bialgebra and (M,µ), (N, ν), (P, pi) be Yetter-
Drinfel’d (H,α)-Hom-modules. Then the k-linear map a˜M,N,P : (M ⊗ N) ⊗ P → M ⊗ (N ⊗
P ), a˜M,N,P ((m ⊗ n) ⊗ p) = (µ(m) ⊗ (n ⊗ pi
−1(p))) is a right H-linear and right H-colinear iso-
morphism.
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Proof. The bijectivity of a˜M,N,P is obvious with the inverse a˜
−1
M,N,P (m ⊗ (n ⊗ p)) = ((µ
−1(m) ⊗
n)⊗ pi(p)).
a˜M,N,P (((m⊗ n)⊗ p)⊳ h) = a˜M,N,P ((m⊳ h11 ⊗ n⊳ h12)⊗ p⊳ h2)
= µ(m⊳ h11)⊗ (n⊳ h12 ⊗ pi
−1(p⊳ h2))
= µ(m)⊳ α(h11)⊗ (n⊳ h12 ⊗ pi
−1(p)⊳ α−1(h2))
= µ(m)⊳ h1 ⊗ (n⊳ h21 ⊗ pi
−1(p)⊳ h22)
= µ(m)⊳ h1 ⊗ ((n⊗ pi
−1(p))⊳ h2)
= (µ(m)⊗ (n⊗ pi−1(p))) ⊳ h = a˜M,N,P ((m⊗ n)⊗ p)⊳ h,
which proves the H-linearity. We now show the H-colinearity as follows:
ρM⊗(N⊗P )(a˜M,N,P ((m⊗ n)⊗ p)) = ρ
M⊗(N⊗P )(µ(m)⊗ (n⊗ pi−1(p)))
= (µ(m)(0) ⊗ (n⊗ pi
−1(p))(0))⊗ µ(m)(1)(n⊗ pi
−1(p))(1)
= (µ(m(0))⊗ (n(0) ⊗ pi
−1(p(0)))) ⊗ α(m(1))(n(1)α
−1(p(1)))
= (µ(m(0))⊗ (n(0) ⊗ pi
−1(p(0)))) ⊗ (m(1)n(1))p(1),
(a˜M,N,P ⊗ idH)(ρ
(M⊗N)⊗P ((m⊗ n)⊗ p))
= (a˜M,N,P ⊗ idH)(((m⊗ n)(0) ⊗ p(0))⊗ (m⊗ n)(1)p(1))
= (a˜M,N,P ⊗ idH)(((m(0) ⊗ n(0))⊗ p(0))⊗ (m(1)n(1))p(1))
= (µ(m(0))⊗ (n(0) ⊗ pi
−1(p(0))))⊗ (m(1)n(1))p(1),
where ρQ denotes the right (H,α)-Hom-comodule structure of a Yetter-Drinfel’d Hom-module
Q. 
Proposition 7.4. Let (H,α) be a monoidal Hom-bialgebra. Then the unit constraints in H˜(YD)HH
are given by the k-linear maps
(7.88) l˜M : k ⊗M →M, x⊗m 7→ xµ(m),
(7.89) r˜M :M ⊗ k→M, m⊗ x 7→ xµ(m)
with respect to (k, idk).
Proof. In the category Mk of k-modules, k itself is the unit object; so one can easily show that
(k, idk) is the unit object in H˜(YD)
H
H with the trivial right H-action k ⊗H → k, x⊗ h 7→ ε(h)x
and the right H-coaction k → k ⊗H, x 7→ x ⊗ 1H for any x in k and h in H . It is obvious that
l˜M is a k-isomorphism with the inverse l˜
−1
M : M → k ⊗M, m 7→ 1 ⊗ µ
−1(m). It can easily be
shown that the relation µ ◦ l˜M = l˜M ◦ (idk ⊗ µ) holds. Now we prove the right H-linearity and
right H-colinearity of l˜M : For all x ∈ k, h ∈ H and m ∈M ,
l˜M ((x ⊗m)⊳ h) = l˜M (ε(h1)x⊗m⊳ h2) = ε(h1)xµ(m⊳ h2)
= xµ(m) ⊳ α(ε(h1)h2) = xµ(m)⊳ α(α
−1(h))
= l˜M (x⊗m)⊳ h,
((l˜M ⊗ idH) ◦ ρ
k⊗M )(x⊗m) = (l˜M ⊗ idH)((x ⊗m(0))⊗ 1Hm(1))
= xµ(m(0))⊗ α(m(1))
= x((µ ⊗ α) ◦ ρM )(m)
= ρM (xµ(m))
= (ρM ◦ l˜M )(x⊗m).
The same argument holds for r˜. 
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Proposition 7.5. Let (H,α) be a monoidal Hom-bialgebra and (M,µ), (N, ν) be Yetter-Drinfel’d
(H,α)-Hom-modules. Then the k-linear map
(7.90) cM,N :M ⊗N → N ⊗M, m⊗ n 7→ ν(n(0))⊗ µ
−1(m)⊳ n(1)
is a right H-linear and right H-colinear morphism. In case (H,α) is a monoidal Hom-Hopf-algebra
with an invertible antipode it is also a bijection.
Proof. We have the relation (ν ⊗ µ) ◦ cM,N = cM,N ◦ (µ⊗ ν) by the computation
(ν ⊗ µ)(cM,N (m⊗ n)) = (ν ⊗ µ)(ν(n(0))⊗ µ
−1(m)⊳ n(1))
= ν(ν(n)(0))⊗m⊳ α(n(1))
= ν(ν(n)(0))⊗ µ
−1(µ(m))⊳ ν(n)(1)
= cM,N(µ(m)⊗ ν(n)).
The H-linearity holds as follows
cM,N ((m⊗ n)⊳ h) = cM,N (m⊳ h1 ⊗ n⊳ h2)
= ν((n⊳ h2)(0))⊗ µ
−1(m⊳ h1)⊳ (n⊳ h2)(1)
= ν((n⊳ h2)(0))⊗ (µ
−1(m)⊳ α−1(h1))⊳ (n⊳ h2)(1)
= ν((n⊳ h2)(0))⊗m⊳ (α
−1(h1)α
−1((n⊳ h2)(1)))
= ν(n(0) ⊳ α
−1(h1))⊗m⊳ (n(1)α
−1(h2))
= ν(n(0) ⊳ h1 ⊗ (µ
−1(m)⊳ n(1))⊳ h2
= (ν(n(0))⊗ µ
−1(m)⊳ n(1))⊳ h
= cM,N (m⊗ n)⊳ h,
where in the fifth equality the twisted Yetter-Drinfel’d condition has been used. We now show
that cM,N is H-colinear: Indeed,
(ρN⊗M ◦ cM,N )(m⊗ n) = ρ
N⊗M (ν(n(0))⊗ µ
−1(m)⊳ n(1))
= (ν(n(0))(0) ⊗ (µ
−1(m)⊳ n(1))(0))⊗ ν(n(0))(1)(µ
−1(m)⊳ n(1))(1)
= (ν(n(0)(0))⊗ µ
−1((m⊳ α(n(1)))(0)))⊗ α(n(0)(1))α
−1((m⊳ α(n(1)))(1))
= (n(0) ⊗ µ
−1((m⊳ α2(n(1)2))(0)))⊗ α(n(1)1)α
−1((m⊳ α2(n(1)2))(1))
= (n(0) ⊗ µ
−1(m(0) ⊳ α
−1(α2(n(1)1))))⊗m(1)α
−1(α2(n(1)2))
= (ν(n(0)(0))⊗ µ
−1(m(0) ⊳ α(n(0)(1)))) ⊗m(1)n(1)
= (cM,N ⊗ idH)((m(0) ⊗ n(0))⊗m(1)n(1))
= (cM,N ⊗ idH)(ρ
M⊗N (m⊗ n)).
Let us define
c−1M,N : N ⊗M →M ⊗N, n⊗m 7→ µ
−1(m)⊳ S−1(n(1))⊗ ν(n(0)).
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We verify that c−1M,N is the inverse of cM,N :
c−1M,N (cM,N(m⊗ n)) = c
−1
M,N (ν(n(0))⊗ µ
−1(m)⊳ n(1))
= µ−1(µ−1(m)⊳ n(1))⊳ S
−1(ν(n(0))(1))⊗ ν(ν(n(0))(0))
= (µ−2(m)⊳ α−1(n(1)))⊳ S
−1(α(n(0)(1)))⊗ ν
2(n(0)(0))
= µ−1(m)⊳ (α−1(n(1))S
−1(n(0)(1)))⊗ ν
2(n(0)(0))
= µ−1(m)⊳ (n(1)2S
−1(n(1)1))⊗ ν(n(0))
= µ−1(m)⊳ 1H ⊗ ν(n(0)ε(n(1)))
= m⊗ n,
and on the other hand we have
cM,N (c
−1
M,N(n⊗m)) = cM,N (µ
−1(m)⊳ S−1(n(1))⊗ ν(n(0)))
= ν(ν(n(0))(0))⊗ µ
−1(µ−1(m)⊳ S−1(n(1)))⊳ ν(n(0))(1)
= ν2(n(0)(0))⊗ (µ
−2(m)⊳ α−1(S−1(n(1))))⊳ α(n(0)(1))
= ν(n(0))⊗ µ
−1(m)⊳ (S−1(n(1)2)n(1)1)
= n⊗m.

Theorem 7.6. Let (H,α) be a monoidal Hom-bialgebra. Then H˜(YD)HH is a prebraided monoidal
category. It is a braided monoidal one under the requirement (H,α) be a monoidal Hom-Hopf
algebra with a bijective antipode.
Proof. The definition of tensor product is given in Proposition (7.2), the associativity constraint
is given in Proposition (7.3) and the (pre-)braiding is defined in Proposition (7.5). The Hexagon
Axiom for c are left to be verified to finish the proof.
Let (M,µ),(N, ν), (P, pi) be in H˜(YD)HH ; we show that the first hexagon axiom holds for c:
((idN ⊗ cM,P ) ◦ a˜N,M,P ◦ (cM,N ⊗ idP ))((m⊗ n)⊗ p)
= ((idN ⊗ cM,P ) ◦ a˜N,M,P )((ν(n(0))⊗ µ
−1(m)⊳ n(1))⊗ p)
= (idN ⊗ cM,P )(ν
2(n(0))⊗ (µ
−1(m)⊳ n(1) ⊗ pi
−1(p)))
= ν2(n(0))⊗ (pi(pi
−1(p)(0))⊗ µ
−1(µ−1(m)⊳ n(1))⊳ pi
−1(p)(1))
= ν2(n(0))⊗ (p(0) ⊗ (µ
−2(m)⊳ α−1(n(1)))⊳ α
−1(p(1)))
= ν2(n(0))⊗ (p(0) ⊗ µ
−1(m)⊳ (α−1(n(1))α
−2(p(1))))
= ν2(n(0))⊗ (p(0) ⊗ µ
−1(m⊳ (n(1)α
−1(p(1)))))
= a˜N,P,M((ν(n(0))⊗ p(0))⊗m⊳ (n(1)α
−1(p(1))))
= a˜N,P,M((ν ⊗ pi)((n⊗ pi
−1(p))(0))⊗ µ
−1(µ(m)) ⊳ (n⊗ pi−1(p))(1))
= (a˜N,P,M ◦ cM,N⊗P )(µ(m)⊗ (n⊗ pi
−1(p)))
= (a˜N,P,M ◦ cM,N⊗P ◦ a˜M,N,P )((m⊗ n)⊗ p).
Lastly, we prove the second hexagon axiom:
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a˜−1P,M,N ◦ cM⊗N,P ◦ a˜
−1
M,N,P (m⊗ (n⊗ p))
= (a˜−1P,M,N ◦ cM⊗N,P )((µ
−1(m)⊗ n)⊗ pi(p))
= a˜−1P,M,N (pi(pi(p)(0))⊗ ((µ
−1 ⊗ ν−1)(µ−1(m)⊗ n)⊳ pi(p)(1)))
= a˜−1P,M,N (pi
2(p(0))⊗ (µ
−2(m)⊗ ν−1(n))⊳ α(p(1)))
= a˜−1P,M,N (pi
2(p(0))⊗ (µ
−2(m)⊳ α(p(1))1 ⊗ ν
−1(n)⊳ α(p(1))2))
= a˜−1P,M,N (pi
3(p(0)(0))⊗ (µ
−2(m)⊳ α(p(0)(1))⊗ ν
−1(n)⊳ p(1)))
= (pi2(p(0)(0))⊗ µ
−2(m)⊳ α(p(0)(1)))⊗ n⊳ p(1)
= (pi(pi(p(0))(0))⊗ µ
−1(µ−1(m)) ⊳ pi(p(0))(1))⊗ n⊳ α(p(1)))
= (cM,P ⊗ idN )((µ
−1(m)⊗ pi(p(0)))⊗ n⊳ α(p(1)))
= (cM,P ⊗ idN )((µ
−1(m)⊗ pi(p(0)))⊗ ν(ν
−1(n)⊳ p(1)))
= ((cM,P ⊗ idN ) ◦ a˜
−1
M,P,N)(m⊗ (pi(p(0))⊗ ν
−1(n)⊳ p(1)))
= ((cM,P ⊗ idN ) ◦ a˜
−1
M,P,N ◦ (idM ⊗ cN,P ))(m⊗ (n⊗ p)).

Combined with the Proposition (4.8), Theorem (4.9), Proposition (6.2) and Theorem (6.3),
Theorem (2.10) provides:
Theorem 7.7. Let (H,α) be a monoidal Hom-Hopf algebra. Then the equivalences F and G in
(2.10) induce tensor equivalences between
(1) the category of right (H,α)-Hom-modules and the category of left-covariant (H,α)-Hom-
bimodules,
(2) the category of right-right Yetter-Drinfel’d (H,α)-Hom-modules and the category of bico-
variant (H,α)-Hom-bimodules.
Proof. All that remains is to prove that one of the inverse equivalences is a tensor equivalence
between the tensor categories in each case above. Here, we check that F , together with ϕ0 identity,
and ϕ2(V,W ) : (H ⊗ V )⊗H (H ⊗W )→ H ⊗ (V ⊗W ) given by
ϕ2(V,W )((g ⊗ v)⊗H (h⊗ w)) = gα(h1)⊗ (µ
−1(v) ⊳ h2 ⊗ w)
for all g, h ∈ H , v ∈ V , w ∈ W , is a tensor functor. Define ϕ2(V,W )
−1 : H ⊗ (V ⊗ W ) →
(H ⊗ V )⊗H (H ⊗W ), h⊗ (v ⊗w) 7→ (α
−1(h)⊗ v)⊗H (1H ⊗w), which is an inverse of ϕ2(V,W ):
Indeed,
ϕ2(V,W )(ϕ2(V,W )
−1(h⊗ (v ⊗ w))) = ϕ2(V,W )((α
−1(h)⊗ v)⊗H (1H ⊗ w))
= α−1(h)1H ⊗ (µ
−1(m)⊳ 1H ⊗ w)
= h⊗ (v ⊗ w),
ϕ2(V,W )
−1(ϕ2(V,W )((g ⊗ v)⊗H (h⊗ w))) = ϕ2(V,W )
−1(gα(h1)⊗ (µ
−1(v) ⊳ h2 ⊗ w))
= (α−1(gα(h1))⊗ µ
−1(v)⊳ h2)⊗H (1H ⊗ w)
= (α−1(g)⊗ µ−1(v))h⊗H (1H ⊗ w)
= (g ⊗ v)⊗H h(1H ⊗ ν
−1(w))
= (g ⊗ v)⊗H (h⊗ w),
and one can also show that the relation (α(µ⊗ ν)) ◦ ϕ2(V,W ) = ϕ2(V,W ) ◦ ((α⊗ µ)⊗H (α⊗ ν))
holds. We now show that the coherence condition on F is fulfilled as follows
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(ϕ2(U, V ⊗W ) ◦ (id⊗ ϕ2(V,W )) ◦ a˜Q)(((g ⊗ u)⊗H (h⊗ v))⊗H (k ⊗ w))
= (ϕ2(U, V ⊗W ) ◦ (id⊗ ϕ2(V,W )))((α(g) ⊗ µ(u))⊗H ((h⊗ v)⊗H (α
−1(k)⊗ pi−1(w))))
= ϕ2(U, V ⊗W )((α(g) ⊗ µ(u))⊗H (hk1 ⊗ (ν
−1(v)⊳ α−1(k2)⊗ pi
−1(w))))
= α(g)α(h1k11)⊗ (u ⊳ h2k12 ⊗ (ν
−1(v) ⊳ α−1(k2)⊗ pi
−1(w)))
= α(g)(α(h1)k1)⊗ (u⊳ h2k21 ⊗ (ν
−1(v)⊳ k22 ⊗ pi
−1(w)))
= (id⊗ a˜Q′)(α(g)(α(h1)k1)⊗ ((µ
−1(u)⊳ α−1(h2k21)⊗ ν
−1(v)⊳ k22)⊗ w))
= (id⊗ a˜Q′)(α(g)(α(h1)k1)⊗ (((µ
−2(u)⊳ α−1(h2))⊳ k21 ⊗ ν
−1(v)⊳ k22)⊗ w))
= (id⊗ a˜Q′)((gα(h1))α(k1)⊗ ((µ
−2(u)⊳ α−1(h2)⊗ ν
−1(v)) ⊳ k2 ⊗ w))
= ((id⊗ a˜Q′) ◦ ϕ2(U ⊗ V,W ))((gα(h1)⊗ (µ
−1
⊳ h2 ⊗ v))⊗H (k ⊗ w))
= ((id⊗ a˜Q′) ◦ ϕ2(U ⊗ V,W ) ◦ (ϕ2(U, V )⊗ id))(((g ⊗ u)⊗H (h⊗ v))⊗H (k ⊗ w)).
For (1) we verify that the k-isomorphism ϕ2(V,W ) is a morphism of left-covariant (H,α)-Hom-
bimodules, that is, we prove its left H-linearity, H-colinearity, and right H-linearity, respectively:
ϕ2(V,W )(k((g ⊗ v)⊗H (h⊗ w))) = ϕ2(V,W )(α
−1(k)(g ⊗ v)⊗H (α(h) ⊗ ν(w))))
= ϕ2(V,W )((α
−2(k)g ⊗ µ(v)) ⊗H (α(h)⊗ ν(w)))
= (α−2(k)g)α2(h1)⊗ (v ⊳ α(h2)⊗ ν(w))
= α−1(k)(gα(h1))⊗ ((µ⊗ ν)(µ
−1(v)⊳ h2 ⊗ w))
= k(gα(h1)⊗ (µ
−1(v) ⊳ h2 ⊗ w))
= kϕ2(V,W )((g ⊗ v)⊗H (h⊗ w)),
(id⊗ ϕ2(V,W ))(
Qρ((g ⊗ v)⊗H (h⊗ w)))
= (id⊗ ϕ2(V,W ))(α(g1)α(h1)⊗ ((g2 ⊗ µ
−1(v))⊗H (h2 ⊗ ν
−1(w))))
= α(g1)α(h1)⊗ (g2α(h21)⊗ (µ
−2(v)⊳ h22 ⊗ ν
−1(w)))
= α(g1)α
2(h11)⊗ (g2α(h12)⊗ (µ
−2(v)⊳ α−1(h2)⊗ ν
−1(w)))
= α((gα(h1))1)⊗ ((gα(h1))2 ⊗ (µ
−1(µ−1(v)⊳ h2)ν
−1(w)))
= Q
′
ρ(gα(h1)⊗ (µ
−1(v)⊳ h2 ⊗ w))
= Q
′
ρ(ϕ2(V,W )((g ⊗ v)⊗H (h⊗ w))),
ϕ2(V,W )(((g ⊗ v)⊗H (h⊗ w))k) = ϕ2(V,W )((α(g) ⊗ µ(v)) ⊗H (h⊗ w)α
−1(k))
= ϕ2(V,W )((α(g) ⊗ µ(v)) ⊗H (hα
−1(k1)⊗ w ⊳ α
−1(k2)))
= α(g)(α(h1)k11)⊗ (v ⊳ (h2α
−1(k12))⊗ w ⊳ α
−1(k2))
= α(g)(α(h1)α
−1(k1))⊗ (v ⊳ (h2α
−1(k21))⊗ w ⊳ k22)
= α(g)(α(h1)α
−1(k1))⊗ (µ(µ
−1(v)) ⊳ (h2α
−1(k21))⊗ w ⊳ k22)
= (gα(h1))k1 ⊗ ((µ
−1(v) ⊳ h2)⊳ k21 ⊗ w ⊳ k22)
= (gα(h1))k1 ⊗ (µ
−1(v)⊳ h2 ⊗ w)k2
= ϕ2(V,W )((g ⊗ v)⊗H (h⊗ w))k.
For (2) we only need to check that ϕ2(V,W ) is right H-colinear. Let us denote by σ
Q′ and σQ
the right (H,α)-Hom-comodule structures on Q′ = H ⊗ (V ⊗W ) and Q = (H ⊗ V )⊗H (H ⊗W ).
Then
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σQ
′
(ϕ2(V,W )((g ⊗ v)⊗H (h⊗ w)))
= σQ
′
(gα(h1)⊗ (µ
−1(v)⊳ h2 ⊗ w))
= ((gα(h1))1 ⊗ ((µ
−1(v)⊳ h2)[0] ⊗ w[0]))⊗ (gα(h1))2((µ
−1(v)⊳ h2)[1]w[1])
= (g1α(h11)⊗ ((µ
−1(v)⊳ h2)[0] ⊗ w[0]))⊗ α(g2)(α(h12)(α
−1((µ−1(v)⊳ h2)[1])α
−1(w[1])))
= (g1α(h11)⊗ ((µ
−1(v)⊳ h2)[0] ⊗ w[0]))⊗ α(g2)((h12α
−1((µ−1(v) ⊳ h2)[1]))w[1])
= (g1h1 ⊗ ((µ
−1(v)⊳ α(h22))[0] ⊗ w[0]))⊗ α(g2)((h21α
−1((µ−1(v) ⊳ α(h22))[1]))w[1])
= (g1h1 ⊗ ((µ
−1(v)⊳ α(h2)2)[0] ⊗ w[0]))⊗ α(g2)(α
−1(α(h2)1(µ
−1(v) ⊳ α(h2)2)[1])w[1])
= (g1h1 ⊗ (µ
−1(v)[0] ⊳ α
−1(α(h2)1)⊗ w[0]))⊗ α(g2)((µ
−1(v)[1]α
−1(α(h2)2))w[1])
= (g1h1 ⊗ (µ
−1(v[0])⊳ h21 ⊗ w[0]))⊗ α(g2)((α
−1(v[1])h22)w[1])
= (g1α(h11)⊗ (µ
−1(v[0])⊳ h12 ⊗ w[0]))⊗ α(g2)((α
−1(v[1])α
−1(h2))w[1])
= (g1α(h11)⊗ (µ
−1(v[0])⊳ h12 ⊗ w[0]))⊗ (g2v[1])(h2w[1])
= (ϕ2(V,W )⊗ idH)(((g1 ⊗ v[0])⊗H (h1 ⊗ w[0]))⊗ (g2v[1])(h2w[1]))
= (ϕ2(V,W )⊗ idH)(σ
Q((g ⊗ v)⊗H (h⊗ w))),
where we have used the twisted Yetter-Drinfel’d condition in the seventh equality. 
Corollary 7.8. Let (H,α) be a monoidal Hom-Hopf algebra. The categories HHH˜(Mk)
H
H and
H˜(YD)HH are equivalent as prebraided monoidal categories. The tensor equivalence between them
is braided whenever (H,α) has a bijective antipode.
Proof. It suffices to regard the case of bicovariant (H,α)-Hom-bimodules (M,µ′) = (H⊗V, α⊗µ)
and (N, ν′) = (H ⊗W,α⊗ ν) with (V, µ) and (W, ν) Yetter-Drinfel’d (H,α)-Hom-modules. Thus
for h ∈ H , v ∈ V and w ∈ W we do the following computation
(ϕ2(W,V ) ◦ cM,N ◦ ϕ2(V,W )
−1)(h⊗ (v ⊗ w))
= ϕ2(W,V )(cM,N ((α
−1(h)⊗ v)⊗H (1H ⊗ w)))
= ϕ2(W,V )(h1((1H ⊗ w[0][0])S(α(w[0][1]))) ⊗H (S(h21)(α
−1(h22)⊗ µ
−2(v)))α(w[1]))
= ϕ2(W,V )(h1((1H ⊗ ν
−1(w[0]))S(α(w[1]1)))⊗H (α
−1(S(h21)h22)⊗ µ
−1(v))α2(w[1]2))
= ϕ2(W,V )((h1ε(h2))((1H ⊗ ν
−1(w[0]))S(α(w[1]1)))⊗H (1H ⊗ µ
−1(v))α2(w[1]2))
= ϕ2(W,V )((α
−2(h)(1H ⊗ ν
−1(w[0])))S(α
2(w[1]1))⊗H (1H ⊗ µ
−1(v))α2(w[1]2))
= ϕ2(W,V )((α
−3(h)1H ⊗ ν(ν
−1(w[0])))S(α
2(w[1]1))⊗H (1Hα
2(w[1]2)1 ⊗ µ
−1(v)⊳ α2(w[1]2)2))
= ϕ2(W,V )((α
−2(h)⊗ w[0])S(α
2(w[1]1))⊗H (α
3(w[1]21)⊗ µ
−1(v)⊳ α2(w[1]22)))
= ϕ2(W,V )((α
−1(h)⊗ ν(w[0]))⊗H S(α
2(w[1]1))(α
2(w[1]21)⊗ µ
−2(v)⊳ α(w[1]22)))
= ϕ2(W,V )((α
−1(h)⊗ ν(w[0]))⊗H (S(α(w[1]1))α
2(w[1]21)⊗ µ
−1(v)⊳ α2(w[1]22)))
= ϕ2(W,V )((α
−1(h)⊗ ν(w[0]))⊗H (S(α
2(w[1]11))α
2(w[1]12)⊗ µ
−1(v)⊳ α(w[1]2)))
= ϕ2(W,V )((α
−1(h)⊗ ν(w[0]))⊗H (α
2(S(w[1]11)w[1]12)⊗ µ
−1(v)⊳ α(w[1]2)))
= ϕ2(W,V )((α
−1(h)⊗ ν(w[0]))⊗H (1H ⊗ µ
−1(v)⊳ α(ε(w[1]1)w[1]2)))
= ϕ2(W,V )((α
−1(h)⊗ ν(w[0]))⊗H (1H ⊗ µ
−1(v)⊳ w[1]))
= α−1(h)1H ⊗ (ν
−1(ν(w[0]))⊳ 1H ⊗ µ
−1(v)⊳ w[1])
= h⊗ (ν(w[0])⊗ µ
−1(v)⊳ w[1])
= (idH ⊗ cV,W )(h⊗ (v ⊗ w)),
which demonstrates that F is a (pre-)braided tensor equivalence. 
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